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For many major museums, it is estimated that as little as two percent of their 
collection is on view to the public at any given time. In light of this statistic, questions 
have been raised over whether museums are fulfilling their duty to engage the public and 
provide adequate access to their collections. In 1976, the Museum of Anthropology at the 
University of British Columbia developed a system of visible storage that would display 
their entire collection in their public galleries. It was intended as a tool to increase access 
to their collection and to facilitate a process of democratization and decolonization at 
their museum. Since then, visible storage has spread to other museums and, in the 
process, been evaluated and reinterpreted. While not widespread, the practice appears to 
be growing with several new visible storage displays opened in the last few years in 
museums in the western region of the United States. By conducting a literature review, a 
web survey, and case studies, this thesis evaluates visible storage as a tool for increasing 
public access to museum collections and examines how museums balance access and 
preservation in visible storage.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

As institutions that act as stewards of their collections on behalf of the public, museums 

have responsibilities to both care for the objects in their collection and to provide access to 

those collections for the public. This balance between preservation and access is embedded in 

museum best practices today; however, questions are being raised about the accessibility of 

museum collections to the general public. In major museums across the world, it is estimated 

as little as two percent of the collection is on view to the public at any given time (Reeves 

2017).

In recent years, museums have tried to address this issue using a number of strategies. 

Museums have experimented with a variety of ways to bring access to more people through 

mass digitization, online catalogues, visible storage, and storage tours (Reeves 2017). Of these 

options, visible storage stands out as the strategy which most successfully increases access to 

objects for people who would like to view them in person because it drastically increases the 

amount of objects in the collection available for all members of the general public to view at 

any time, without an appointment, during museum opening hours.

From its onset, museums conceived visible storage as a tool that could be used to 

address significant issues facing museums today. When the Museum of Anthropology (MOA) 

at the University of British Columbia opened the first visible storage display in 1976, it 

“represented one strand of MOA’s response to calls for the democratization of museums and 

increased collections access” (Institute of Museum Ethics 2009) according to MOA Director
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Anthony Shelton. It also addressed the need for museums to begin a process of decolonization, 

because it was developed in consultation with First Nation community members seeking to 

reclaim and deepen their knowledge of their cultural patrimony. Rooted in ongoing 

consultation, the visible storage display at MOA was the first of its kind and continues to 

evolve as the museum learns more about the steps which are necessary for decolonization.

Over time, more visible storage displays opened at major museums, many with the 

stated goal of further democratizing museum collections; however, questions have been raised 

about the consequences of visible storage as it concerns the long-term preservation of museum 

collections and the interpretive strategies used to interpret these collections. In light of this, 

museums with visible storage have evaluated and modified their displays in order to ensure 

visible storage achieves the goals it sets out to accomplish. Overall, feedback from both 

informal and formal evaluation suggests visible storage can both succeed as a tool for 

democratization and provide opportunities to educate visitors on the use and care of the 

collection.

Purpose of the Study

MOA’s first display opened in 1976 and today visible storage is still being tested and 

evaluated. In terms of preservation and access, visible storage appears to go against many 

professional standards of care for museum collections. In many cases, the objects on display 

are neither packed away in boxes nor are they stored in closed store rooms away from light and
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dust; nevertheless, many solutions have been reached by museums seeking to integrate visible 

storage into their galleries while mitigating risks to long-term preservation.

Visible storage has the potential to increase access to museum collections and 

contribute to an ongoing process of democratization in museums but In order to be effective, it 

must be implemented with community consultation, ongoing evaluation, and with 

consideration for the long-term preservation of the objects on display. This balance between 

preservation and access can be difficult to achieve, and few studies have been published on 

successful mitigations for preservation concerns posed by visible storage displays. As a result, 

this thesis seeks to explore the practical solutions to preservation risks that museums with 

visible storage have implemented in order to determine whether visible storage has the 

potential to grow as a practice in museums today.

In “Conservation Practice As Enacted Ethics,” Dinah Eastop asserts “ethics is learnt in 

practical action” (Eastop 2011,439), meaning there is a relationship between ethics and their 

practical application. Ethics are formulated through actions, and then inform new actions, and 

the cycle continues. As a result, in order to understand the balance between access and 

preservation in visible storage displays, it is necessary to understand how the ethics that inform 

their conception and design are manifested in their installation, maintenance, and associated 

interpretation and programming.

This thesis examines visible storage as a display strategy in museums with an emphasis 

on the balance of access and preservation. First, a literature review will present an overview of
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the published work available about visible storage in museums today beginning with the 

history of visible storage as a display technique and the ethical issues it addresses. This 

literature review will also situate visible storage in the context of museum professional 

standards regarding public access to museum collections and collections care. Following the 

review of the literature, the results of a survey of museum websites in the Western region of the 

United States is presented in order to establish the prevalence of visible storage as a tool to 

make museum collections more accessible. These results will be followed by three case 

studies, featuring interviews of content experts from museums that have installed visible 

storage in their galleries. Finally, a discussion will outline themes that emerge from a 

consideration of the literature review, survey, and case studies and is followed by a set of 

conclusions concerning visible storage as a display strategy and as a tool for democratization, 

and three recommendations for museums seeking to implement visible storage.

As this thesis will examine, visible storage has proven to be a valuable tool for 

museums seeking to democratize by significantly increasing access to their collections. But 

how can museums use this tool? How common is this display technique, and what lessons have 

been learned since its debut? Is there a place for visible storage within the existing principles 

governing the care of collections? The answers to these questions will not only illuminate 

visible storage as a practice in museums today, but also deepen any discussion on how 

museums can work to ensure collections are preserved while meeting their mandate to serve 

the public.
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Chapter 2: Literature Review 

In this chapter, the development and spread of visible storage is discussed. This 

discussion will outline how a system of display was developed in order to attempt to address 

key ethical issues facing museums today. Furthermore, the role of museums as institutions 

which act as stewards of their collections on behalf of the public will be considered in order to 

establish the responsibilities museums have towards both the objects in their collection and to 

the public for whom those objects are intended to benefit. Finally, based on the premise that 

ethics are learned through their enactment, or practical application (Eastop 2011), the details 

concerning the interaction between preventive conservation and the installation and 

maintenance of displays will be considered in depth. In the chapters that follow, museums with 

visible storage in the Western region of the United States are examined in order to determine 

how common the display technique is and to understand how museum staff are using their 

visible storage displays as an enactment of museum ethics.

Visible Storage Pioneered by the Museum o f Anthropology, University o f British Columbia

The first museum to develop visible storage was the Museum of Anthropology (MO A)

at the University of British Columbia. Established in 1949 within the Faculty of Arts of the

University of British Columbia, it remains one of Canada’s largest teaching museums (MOA

2019a). The museum describes their collection as follows:

MOA houses nearly 50,000 works from almost every part of the world, while the 
Laboratory of Archaeology houses an additional 535,000 archaeological objects in die
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building. MOA is known for its sizable Northwest Coast collections, including the 
finest collection of works by Bill Reid. Nearly half the collection is composed of works 
from Asia and Oceania while other significant holdings represent the Arctic, Latin 
America and Europe. MOA’s collection of world textiles is the largest in Western 
Canada, while the European ceramics collection is one of the two finest in the country 
(MOA 2019a).

Now, much of this collection is on view in the visible storage display, called the “Multiversity 

Galleries”, during regular museum hours (MOA 2019b).

MOA further describes their institution as being “committed to promoting awareness 

and understanding of culturally diverse ways of knowing the world through challenging and 

innovative programs and partnerships with Indigenous, local and global communities” (MOA 

2019a). These programs emphasize “artistic diversity and the links between art, community 

and the contemporary social and political context in which youth, artists and communities are 

communicating their cultural traditions” (MOA 2019a) and are informed by ongoing 

communication and collaboration with descent communities in order to advance efforts that the 

museum is making to decolonize (MOA 2019a).

When the Museum of Anthropology (MOA) at the University of British Columbia, it 

“represented one strand of MOA’s response to calls for the democratization of museums and 

increased collections access” (Institute of Museum Ethics 2009) according to MOA Director 

Anthony Shelton. From the beginning, it was developed as an exhibition strategy intended to 

complement traditional exhibits for the public (Image 1). While visible storage was open to the 

public, it was first developed for students and researchers, including First Nation community
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members seeking to reclaim and deepen their knowledge of their cultural patrimony (Institute 

of Museum Ethics 2009).

Image 1: Visible Storage in the Multiversity Galleries at MOA (photo courtesy of author).
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Over time, the display was refined in response to feedback from visitors. Major themes

that emerged from the feedback focused on the visibility of material, poor display technology

and design, and a lack of interpretation. In response to these criticisms, the space was

refurbished and reopened as the “Multiversity Galleries” in November 2009 after seven years

of consultation with community members from First Nations, Pacific, Asian, and African

communities (Image 2). MOA Director Anthony Shelton describes the new gallery as follows:

The new visible storage gallery, to be renamed the Multiversity Galleries, will grow in 
size from 9,000 to 14,000 sq. ft. and will incorporate an additional 5,000 sq. ft in 
research rooms, where material can be handled, and an open presentation circle for 
gallery talks. ‘Multiversity’, because of the development of this new concept by 
African and Asian post-colonial scholars to describe a world in which there is not one, 
universal, type of knowledge, but many...The new galleries, due to open in November 
2009, will show material arranged poetically -  we have asked curators to work closely 
with communities to act almost like particular kinds of installation artists. The galleries 
will continue to be high density areas, but interpretation will be provided by fourteen 
computer terminals scattered through the space, promoting easier access by visitors of 
collection data (Institute of Museum Ethics 2009).
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Image 2: The “MO AC AT” catalogue in the Multiversity Galleries at MO A gives visitors more information about
the objects on display (photo courtesy of author).
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This strategy shows that the Museum of Anthropology considers that ethical decisions about 

display strategies must be made in consultation and collaboration with descent communities. 

They are also addressing the need for interpretation in their galleries as expressed by visitor 

evaluations.

Shelton further emphasized that consultations with community groups are an ongoing 

process and that opinions on display requirements can vary greatly within communities and 

between communities; however, one major shift was for the museum to move away from 

outdated ethnographic classification systems that were based on typology and common in 

Western museums and universities. Instead, displays are organized according to ownership 

histories, ceremonial uses, ethnolinguistic classifications, or aesthetic criteria; curation which 

varies depending on dialogue with descent communities. Additionally, there are some cases in 

which this dialogue identified some items in the collection that should not be displayed to the 

public (Institute of Museum Ethics 2009).

In brief, the development and revision of the visible storage display at the Museum of 

Anthropology was done through close consultation with community members and executed as 

a response to key ethical questions facing museums from the latter half of the 20th century to 

today. In this way, visible storage responds to issues of access, democratization, and 

decolonization. Overall, it is one example of how, together, collections care, curation, and 

exhibit design attempt to find practical solutions to some of the ethical issues facing museums 

today.
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Visible Storage, Collections Care, and Access

Following the launch of the visible storage galleries at MOA, some museums in the

United States began to adopt visible storage as a display strategy focusing on its utility in

promoting access to the collection. For example, the Henry Luce Foundation funded four

different visible storage centers, beginning with the Henry R. Luce Center for American Art in

1988 at the Metropolitan Museum of Art and followed by the Luce Center at the New York

Historical Society (2000), The Visible Storage - Study Center at the Brooklyn Museum (2005),

and the Luce Foundation Center at the Smithsonian American Art Museum (2006) (Orcutt

2011). Henry Luce III described the concept behind the visible storage display as “getting more

art to more people” (Bohlen 2001). In a 2001 New York Times article profiling the forthcoming

Luce Center for American Art, he was quoted as saying:

Every time an exhibition is mounted and curated, it generally has a small number of 
objects, beautifully arranged but only 50, or maybe 100, objects in all, and that is it. But 
when we have a study center, which compresses the art object into a smaller area, then 
hundreds and hundreds, thousands, can be seen at once, which means they can be 
shared, used, studied, and enjoyed (Bohlen 2001).

With this statement, Luce identifies two main themes behind the donation for this center: that 

visitors will have access to more of the collection than is on view in a typical exhibit and that 

the public will be able to study and enjoy pieces at their leisure and not only those which have 

been chosen for them by a curator.
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These themes relate to some of the core principles of museum ethics. As nonprofits, 

museums are unique in their sector for the collections that they hold. As a result, a fundamental 

ethic is that museums hold their collections in trust for the public. In many cases this 

encompasses both the understanding that the museum is a safe place for these collections and 

that the collections will be used for the public’s benefit. Overall, the collections are considered 

to be public property, and therefore the museum is obligated to manage and provide 

engagement with the collection in a way that benefits the public (Besterman 2006). Even 

private museums, which receive substantial contributions from public sources of funding 

through tax-exempt status and charitable contribution deductions for their donors, are obligated 

to maintain a certain standard of public access, transparency, and accountability (Weil 1999).

In A Legal Primer on Managing Museum Collections, Marie Malaro elaborates on this

point:

A museum has a responsibility to provide reasonable care for the objects entrusted to it. 
Regarding objects owned by the museum, this responsibility springs from the 
museum’s status, which resembles that of a charitable trust...In preserving property, 
museum trustees have a responsibility to use the same care and skill as would people of 
ordinary prudence (Malaro 2012,444).

This statement means that due to a museum's legal status, which resembles that of a charitable

trust, the collection is not owned by the museum itself but rather is held in trust for the benefit

of the public and therefore the museum has a legal responsibility to care for the objects in its

collection with, at the least, the same good judgement as could be reasonably expected from
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ordinary people. Furthermore, if the collection falls into neglect, the museum could be held 

legally responsible.

Professional standards and codes of ethics for museums use this responsibility as the 

core principle for standards and ethics regarding collections care. These associations have 

played important roles in the evolution of the museum profession (Weil 1999), and, as such, 

their standards for access and collections care will be examined here as benchmarks for these 

issues in the museum profession.

First, the International Council of Museums (ICOM) speaks to these concepts in their 

Code of Ethics. The code first states that “museums that maintain collections hold them in trust 

for the benefit of society and its development” (ICOM 2004, 8). This statement is elaborated 

further when the code states that “their [museum’s] collections are a significant public 

inheritance” and that “inherent in this public trust is the notion of stewardship that includes 

rightful ownership, permanence, documentation, accessibility, and responsible disposal” 

(ICOM 2004,9). In this statement, ICOM’s Code of Ethics clearly identifies the link between 

the responsible stewardship of museum collections and the actuality that museums hold their 

collections in trust for the public. Furthermore, this code identifies permanence and 

accessibility as being the two key goals of responsible stewardship.

Second, the American Alliance of Museums (AAM) echoes these principles by 

identifying “public trust and accountability” as one of its core standards (AAM 2019) and 

stating that the museum is expected to “be a good steward of its resources held in public trust”
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(AAM 2019). Furthermore, the AAM publication “National Standards and Best Practices for

U.S. Museums” uses a similar logic as it sets out detailed professional standards for museums

regarding their collections. In regard to standards for collections care, access to museum

collections is linked to preventive conservation under the umbrella of stewardship, which is

defined as “the careful, sound, mid responsible management of that which is entrusted to a

museum’s care” (Merritt 2008,46). In order to successfully steward its collection, the museum

must recognize both its “legal, social, and ethical obligations to provide proper physical

storage, management, and care for the collections” (Merritt 2008,46) as well as recognize that

its collections are “held in trust for the public and made accessible for the public’s benefit”

(Merritt 2008,46). These two goals, physical care and public access, are also included under

the umbrella of collections stewardship by the AAM.

It can be argued, therefore, that the successful stewardship of a museum’s collection

would consider ways in which the museum could be successful in both preventive conservation

and access; the two are equal partners in collections stewardship and should be balanced in

order to ensure that the museum is fulfilling its stewardship responsibilities. National

Standards and Best Practices goes on to state:

Effective collections stewardship ensures that the objects the museum owns, borrows, 
holds in its custody and/or uses are available and accessible to present and future 
generations. A museum’s collections are an important means of advancing its mission 
and serving the public (Merritt 2018,46).
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This statement also highlights that the museum’s collections be accessible to both the present 

and fixture generations. In order to make this possible, access to current generations must be 

balanced against preventive conservation for future generations and vice versa: preventive 

conservation for future generations must be balanced against access for current generations. In 

order to understand this better, a question that may be asked is: if a piece of art is held in 

storage for fifty years, did the museum fulfill its responsibility to the current generation? 

Similarly, what are the consequences for preservation for future generations if that piece of art 

is exhibited without rest? Collections care in visible storage displays must consider this 

delicate balance.

Visible Storage and Democratization

Prior to the opening of the Brooklyn Museum’s visible storage, Director Arnold

Lehman identified accessibility as a main goal, stating that the increased access would make “a

public institution more public” (Bohlen 2001). He elaborated by saying:

What is in storage has always been one of those multiple secrets that museums keep. 
This will give people an idea of what storage looks like and what is in there (Bohlen 
2001).

With this statement, Lehman is responding to the idea that museum collections are hidden and 

secretive because their access is prohibited to members of the general public. In this sense,
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closed storage is conceived of as another barrier to access and, as such, traditionally curated 

exhibitions alone cannot rectify this limit to public access.

Sentiments like this one situate visible storage displays as the logical descendent of the 

movement to democratize access to museums. In 1920, the founder of the Newark Museum, 

John Cotton Dana, wrote against the prevailing “temple” model for museums, which he argued 

were intimidating and not welcoming to the general public. Many factors, including their 

architecture and opening hours, contributed to an air of exclusivity in aura and in practice. In 

contrast, Dana sought a new model “which demonstrably pays its community fair interest on 

its investment” (Ocello 2011,189). In the 1970s, museum educators championed museums’ 

responsibility to serve their community and around the same time, the International Council of 

Museums took a strong stance on the active public-service role of museums (Ocello 2011). 

Finally, the profession continues to change today as museums struggle to answer for a lack of 

diversity and inclusivity. Through an ongoing process of deconstruction and reconstruction, 

museums have found themselves at the center of debates about representation, public 

knowledge, and who, in our society, is being given the authority to present that knowledge 

(Ames 1992).

Additionally, as museums have been called upon to examine how effectively they are 

serving their public, sequestered store rooms have come under scrutiny. As museums 

professionalized in the 20th century and curatorial developments moved fewer and fewer 

objects into the public’s view, more objects were moved into storage. This development has
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come under public scrutiny and museums have experimented with a variety of strategies to

bring access to more people through mass digitization, online catalogues, visible storage, and

storage tours (which are growing in popularity in the United Kingdom) (Reeves 2017).

At the confluence of discussions about access and authority in visible storage displays

is the idea that visible storage removes the curator as a mediator between the museum visitor

and the information that the collection holds, a technique that recalls early museum practice

and wunderkammem (Cameron 2012) but was abandoned as museums professionalized. In

“De-schooling the Museum: A Proposal to Increase Access to Museums and Their Resources”

Michael Ames asserts:

“The relevance of museums in contemporary society, it is suggested, is likely to be 
determined by the degree to which they are democratized; that is to say, the extent to 
which there is increasing and more widespread participation in decision-making 
regarding administration, educational programming, and collection management in 
museums, and increased opportunities for independent thought and action in cultural 
matters” (Ames 2015,98).

In the article, Ames calls on museums to continue to democratize their operations and 

describes formal exhibits by curators as catering to visitors with means who are seeking either 

a formal learning experience or a tourist attraction when they go to the museum.

Ames goes on to say that one of the consequences of museum professionalization is 

that museums often treat their visitors as if their staff has a “special responsibility and privilege 

to control and formulate the relations between collections and the public” (Ames 2015,104). 

Visible storage displays remove curators as interpreters in this sense and, on the surface, this
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idea seems to be positive: what better way to address the power dynamic behind knowledge 

formation and dissemination than to open the collection up to the public and remove museum 

staff as a mediator altogether?

However, it is incorrect to state that visible storage is not curated. A 2015 Associated 

Press article on the Brooklyn Museum’s visible storage elaborated on the strategies needed to 

curate a visible storage display. Linda Ferber, the Brooklyn Museum’s American art curator 

described the display as exciting and liberating: "It's very exciting to bring it all together in one 

place. It's quite liberating to organize pieces in different ways, open to more interpretation”

(AP 2005). Furthermore, the development and ongoing revision of the displays at MOA, as 

previously discussed, also demonstrate how important the curation of visible storage displays 

can be. MOA’s experience in developing their displays show how the curation and design of 

visible storage can have potent ramifications for museum ethics, especially in regard to the 

museum’s relationship with descent communities.

Additionally, visitor studies often identify a lack of interpretation in visible storage as a 

main complaint. In “The Open Storage Dilemma,” Kimberly Orcutt argues that while visible 

storage achieves its goals in dramatically improving accessibility, it presents new interpretive 

challenges for visitors who are looking for some help in understanding what they are viewing. 

She contends that a “great irony” of the digital age is that transparency and choice is an 

illusion; while we have access to information, it is already distilled, mediated, and interpreted 

to us before we access it. Orcutt says:
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A true democratization of knowledge that transcends interpretation involves making 
primary documents available to visitors for their own consideration, and making the 
level of mediation visible so that visitors can choose the level or type of interpretation 
they desire (Orcutt 2011).

She elaborates, saying that major museums are experimenting with using digital technology, 

such as software applications (apps), to make more information available to visitors should 

they choose to access it. These layers involve allow the visitor to choose the level of mediation 

they engage with relating to the museum.

In sum, it may be that a lack of interpretation is not the solution to problems associated 

with authority and knowledge; rather, the balance may be found in the layered strategy that 

Orcutt suggests. Additionally, interpretive strategies that favor constructivist learning and 

interactivity may aid in shifting the authority from curators and in creating a partnership 

between the visitor and the museum in the learning experience. Finally, a museum’s 

willingness to evaluate its commitment to representation in the stories that it presents and in 

the people who are presenting those stories (museum staff) will also aid in the democratization 

of museum practices, for visible storage and beyond.

Visible Storage in Practice: Public Access Meets Duty of Care

In “Conservation Practice As Enacted Ethics,” Dinah Eastop asserts that “ethics is 

learnt in practical action” (Eastop 2011,439). This means there is a connection between 

actions and ethics; ethics are learned through actions, are formulated, and then inform actions,
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and the cycle continues. In museums, the enactment of ethics can be found in the day-to-day 

operations of the institution. For visible storage displays, the ethics that inform their 

conception and design are manifested in their installation, maintenance, and associated 

interpretation and programming. In this chapter, the installation and maintenance of visible 

storage displays is considered as an enactment of two core principles associated with 

stewardship: access and preservation. From cabinet materials to lighting design, this section 

discusses how decisions are made to support both of these principles.

To successfully display art and objects in a museum exhibit—whether they are from the 

museum’s own collection or on loan from another institution, private collector, or courtesy of 

an artist—curators, educators, exhibit designers, registrars, and preparators must work together 

to install the work in a way that provides access for all members of the general public and is 

consistent with the museum’s duty of care in relation to the art and objects being installed on 

its premises. This process requires the specialized skill of several departments and must be 

highly collaborative in order to be successful. Open storage displays are no exception: all 

major concerns regarding the care of art and objects while on display apply to visible storage 

with additional considerations for the unique demands of open storage displays.

In order to responsibly display its collection, a museum should factor conservation 

concerns into its exhibit design. Current conservation practices are governed by the principle of 

preventive conservation which is defined by Eastop as a body of practices which “seek to 

reduce the effect of material and environmental changes on museum collections by responding
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to their causes, rather than to their effects” (Eastop 2011,426). This definition includes both 

the idea that preventing damage is better than repairing it and also that of “shared care,” in 

which “collection care is recognized as a responsibility shared by all museum staff, rather than 

the sole responsibility of the conservator” (Eastop 2011,426). While preventive conservation 

is taken to account in any museum display, it is of particular importance for visible storage 

displays because environmental factors that can adversely affect museum collections often 

compound with time, as is demonstrated in the section on “Light” below. Because of this, 

objects on display for long periods of time can be more susceptible to damage from 

environmental risks.

In Museum Exhibition Planning and Design, Elizabeth Bogle highlights the role that

exhibit planners and designers play in ensuring duty of care for the artwork and objects that

will be on display in an exhibit:

Planners/designers are mandated to preserve and protect the artifacts that have been 
entrusted to them. When designing and refurbishing display cases or structures, they 
must be constantly vigilant to make sure that the finishes, materials, lighting, and so on, 
will not damage the items on display. During all phases, conservation of the display 
objects must be considered (Bogle 2013, 38).

Bogle recommends consulting a conservator, whenever possible, in order to safeguard art and 

objects while they are on display; nevertheless, reference materials are available for all 

museum personnel to consult that outline basic standards for the care of objects on display and 

that provide an overview of the types of concerns that should be taken into account while
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preparing for installation (Bogle 2013). In the sections below, display solutions are offered in 

regard to specific preservation concerns related to exhibit furniture, temperature/relative 

humidity, and light.

Exhibit Furniture: In open storage displays, the exhibit furniture performs two roles 

simultaneously: it displays the objects and serves as permanent storage cabinets. In traditional 

closed storage, many museums have already found that using closed storage cabinets for 

permanent storage can have many benefits for the long-term care of the collection: it limits 

exposure to light and UV radiation, it limits theft because objects are stored in locked cabinets, 

and it creates microenvironments because the gasket around the cabinet restricts airflow, 

reducing levels of dust and pollutants around the objects while regulating relative humidity and 

temperature and preventing pests from entering the storage unit (NPS 1993). Most of these 

benefits can extend to permanent storage displays with one glaring exception: exposure to light 

and UV radiation. In order to mitigate this, the National Parks Service (NPS) recommends that 

viewing panels in storage cabinet doors be made of either UV light filtering plexiglass or 

safety glass, particularly when storing light sensitive objects.

While wood is commonly used in rotating displays and exhibits, decisions concerning 

the materials used in open storage displays may need to take more cues from the standards 

established for storage cabinets in traditional closed storage settings due to the extended period 

of time in which objects will be displayed. In many cases, metal is recommended because it
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does not negatively affect the objects around it (NPS 2012; 7.12). For an example of cabinets 

used in a visible storage display, see Image 3, below.

Image 3: Basketry cabinets from a visible storage display at the Museum of Anthropology, University of British
Columbia, Vancouver BC (image courtesy of author).

All types of wood, on the other hand, off-gas: off-gassing is the release of gas from a 

material under normal temperature and pressure conditions in a confined, unventilated case or 

space (Bogle 2013). It refers to a process that many materials and finishes undergo over time as 

they break down. This process negatively affects the condition of artwork and objects that are 

nearby when these gases are released. In an enclosed space, wood is a material that can cause 

damage to other objects around it. Even after many years, it can still off-gas harmful organic 

acids and peroxides (NPS 2012). To offset these emissions, wooden cabinets can be completely 

sealed with a wood finish that covers the surface of the wood, screws, and screw holes and 

periodically opened to air out (Bogle 2013).
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For this reason, museum storage cabinets and materials used to pack or house museum 

objects are inert, or chemically inactive, whenever possible, because they will not emit 

substances that either accelerate or cause the deterioration of objects around them (NPS 2012). 

A good choice for permanent storage cabinets are cabinets made of steel that is coated with an 

epoxy, acrylic, or polyester finish. Regardless of the choice of coating, it should be allowed to 

cure before placing artwork and objects nearby because the solvents used in the curing process 

can also off-gas (NPS 2012; 7.13). For long-term display, metal cabinets may be more 

appropriate than wood if the majority of the collection will be on view with no rest.

In an open storage display, the storage mounts and housing that are typically found in 

closed storage facilities may not always be appropriate for display because they will either hide 

the object or are not aesthetically appropriate for display. In this case, some open storage 

displays have opted for more aesthetically appealing or non-visible materials for mounting, as 

is common in mounting for exhibits (NPS 2004). Since the artwork and objects will be exposed 

to the mounts for an extended period of time, inert materials should be chosen for fabrication.

If any fabrics will be added to the interior of the cabinets or will come into contact with 

artwork, it is important to choose a fabric that does not have a finishing treatment such as a 

dye, resin, adhesive, or fire-retardant and with a texture that will not harm or stick to the 

object. Unbleached linen and cotton are commonly used in museums, and polyester, 

poly-cotton blends and acrylic felts are also safe. Wool or jute should be avoided because they 

release by-products and can be abrasive (NPS 2004).
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Temperature and Relative Humidity: Museums should take into account the effects of 

temperature and relative humidity on artwork and other objects that they may hold; however, 

open storage displays may have more types of material on display than a typical exhibition 

because they generally display most or all of a collection. In this regard, the temperature and 

relative humidity of the galleries that contain an open storage display will likely need to be 

regulated in the same way that a collections storage area would. Typically, the temperature 

should be maintained at a level between 60 to 70 degrees Fahrenheit (15.5 to 21 degrees 

Celsius) and the relative humidity should be maintained at 40-60 percent and not fluctuate 

more than 3 percent. These levels will lessen the contraction and expansion of materials, 

adhesives, and joints in artwork and objects that results from fluctuations in temperature and 

relative humidity in a collections storage or gallery environment (Bogle 2013).

The challenge of controlling a storage or gallery environment lies in the fact that the 

ideal temperature and relative humidity for any given material can vary. As a general guideline 

for display, Bogle suggests locating sensitive objects in the most stable locations in the gallery, 

including moving moisture-sensitive materials away from vents or heating and air-conditioning 

ducts, out of the path of direct sunlight, and away from exterior walls (Bogle 2013). For open 

storage displays, there may be many different types of materials within the same gallery for an 

indeterminate period of time so more care may be necessary for environmental controls and 

monitoring. Overall, the temperature and relative humidity should be set at a level that
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accommodates most of the collection and monitored regularly so that it does not fluctuate too 

much and cause irreparable damage to the collection (NPS 2016).

Light: Lighting is a principal dilemma faced by museum staff who are involved in caring for

collections and providing access to those collections through display. Visitors need light in

order to see exhibits, but light damage can accumulate over time to drastically alter most

materials that make up the art and objects on display. The Canadian Conservation Institute

(CCI) describes this dilemma as follows:

“In terms of risk management trade-offs, we must make a decision that minimizes the 
loss of value due to poor visual access and the loss of value due to permanent damage. 
In terms of ethics and visual access, we must balance the rights of our own generation 
with the rights of all future generations. In terms of practical reality, we must generalize 
across a multitude of such decisions because objects differ in both their sensitivity to 
light and their visibility” (CCI 2019).

This statement demonstrates that registrars, curators, and exhibition designers must balance 

design and preservation demands when lighting a display. Furthermore, the CCI’s statement 

highlights once again the quandary that museum professionals face when balancing access and 

preservation: museum professionals must consider the access of more than one generation 

when making decisions about the care and display of objects.

A benchmark for the lowest level of light at which a viewer with healthy eyes could 

successfully view an object is 50 lux, a level which is also typically recommended for 

light-sensitive objects such as textiles and photographs; however, there is some variation when
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considering how well a person could see smaller details. For dark surfaces, low-contrast 

details, and very fine details up to three times the lux, or 150 lux, is recommended. Any 

combination of these factors multiplies the recommended lux further: for example, details that 

are very fine and low contrast would be 3 X 3 the recommended lux, or 300 lux (CCI2019). 

For individuals who are visually impaired the lux level will need to be much higher, and 

museums will also need to consider how they are accommodating their visitors with disabilities 

when choosing light levels for any exhibition or an open storage display.

Conclusion

In this chapter, the development and spread of visible storage was discussed. This 

discussion showed how a system of display was developed in order to attempt to address key 

ethical issues facing museums today including democratization, decolonization, and increased 

access to museum collections. Furthermore, the unique role of museums in the nonprofit world 

as institutions which act as stewards of their collections on behalf of the public was considered 

in order to better understand their responsibilities to the objects in their collection and the 

public for whom those objects are intended to benefit. Finally, based on the premise that ethics 

are learned through their enactment, or practical application (Eastop 2011), the details 

concerning the interaction between preventive conservation and the installation and 

maintenance of displays were considered in depth. In the following chapters, museums with 

visible storage in the Western region of the United States are examined in order to determine



how common the display technique is and to understand how museum staff are using their 

visible storage displays as an enactment of museum ethics. To complement this literature 

review, three case studies further explore how museum staff balance access and preservation 

the maintenance of their visible storage.
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Chapter 3: Methods

In this thesis, visible storage is examined as a display technique that enacts museum 

ethics. The development of visible storage, as it relates to crucial ethical issues facing 

museums today, is discussed, as are ongoing revisions to visible storage as museums collect 

visitor feedback. As it relates to collections management, this topic represents an example of a 

strategy in which museums balance the dual trust responsibilities of collections care and the 

provision of meaningful access to those objects to the public. This thesis seeks to identify how 

common this display technique is, which museums have implemented it in the Western region 

of the United States, to understand if or how museums collect visitor feedback to this display 

technique, and to offer practical recommendations to museums seeking to implement it. This 

was accomplished through a literature review, a survey of museum websites in the Western 

region of the United States, and case studies of museums that have visible storage displays, 

which included interviews with content experts.

A literature review, presented in Chapter 2, was conducted by the author in order to 

examine the history of visible storage as a display technique, the ethical issues it addresses, and 

to situate visible storage in the context of museum professional standards for public access to 

museum collections and collections care. The first section lays out current professional 

standards for the care of and access to museum collections and traces how major developments 

in the museum field—democratization, decolonization, and access—were addressed in the 

development and revision of visible storage, beginning with the Museum of Anthropology
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(MOA) on the University of British Columbia campus in the 1970s. Finally, community 

feedback is discussed in order to evaluate whether visible storage achieves its goals as they 

relate to museum ethics.

Following these sections, the literature review examined the practical challenges of the 

implementation and maintenance of this display technique. This chapter discusses the tension 

between access and preservation and outlines the ways museum staff can mitigate conservation 

concerns posed by long-term display through the mindful design and regular monitoring of 

visible storage displays. Overall, the literature review described the development of visible 

storage as a solution to ethical issues facing museums on the topics of democratization, 

decolonization, and access and outlined practical advantages and drawbacks to this display 

technique. Solutions are offered for common preservation concerns facing museums with 

existing visible storage displays or for those seeking to implement it.

In order to identify how common this display technique is, a survey of museum 

websites in the Western United States is presented in Chapter 4. This region was chosen 

because of its geographic proximity to the origins of visible storage at MOA in Vancouver, 

because it provided a manageable sample size to investigate, and because it could identify 

potential candidates for case studies that would be more available for site visits by the author 

which would deepen the material presented in the case studies. Museums to be surveyed were 

selected from lists of museum professional associations, specifically the American Alliance of 

Museums (AAM) and the Western Museums Association (WMA), because these museums
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were more likely to be aware of museum professional standards for the display and care of 

collections. For the web survey, the web pages of accredited museums in the greater San 

Francisco Bay Area were reviewed, for a total of 44 museums, in addition to all 131 museums 

that were institutional members of the WMA, resulting in a total sample size of 175 museums.

From the beginning, it became clear that museums were using different terms for their 

visible storage on their web pages and in their promotional materials. In order to methodically 

search the 175 web pages and successfully identify which museum web pages showed 

evidence of visible storage, a control list of ten museums known to have visible storage 

through the literature, site visits, and professional conferences was used to test the survey. 

From this control list, five search terms were developed to search museum web pages for 

visible storage: visible storage, open storage, study storage, drawers, and windows. It was also 

determined that each museum’s exhibitions page would be searched.

Through this process, it was possible to determine whether a museum likely did or did 

not have a visible storage display. Overall, two museums from the list of AAM-accredited San 

Francisco Bay Area museums were determined to have visible storage, while six museums 

from the list of WMA institutional members were identified as having visible storage. From 

this list, three museums were identified as possible case studies: the Magnes Collection of 

Jewish Art and Life, the San Diego Museum of Art, and the Oakland Museum of California. 

These museums were chosen because they represent a variety of collections and governance 

structures; for example, two are university museums, while one is not. Furthermore, within this
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selection are a variety of types of collections including a natural history collection, collections 

of historical objects and artwork, and fine art.

The Magnes Collection of Jewish Art and Life (Magnes) is a university museum. It is 

situated on the University of California, Berkeley campus in Berkeley, California and its 

collection consists of artwork and Judaica which is housed in a visible storage display in which 

windows clearly show the closed storage and stacked storage through one of the main exhibit 

areas. Information on this case study was gathered through the web survey, a site visit, and an 

interview with Registrar and Rights and Reproductions Manager Julie Franklin on March 11th, 

2019 in person at the Magnes.

The Oakland Museum of California (OMCA) is located in Oakland, California and 

combines art, natural history, and history collections under the stewardship of a single 

museum. It utilizes “Discovery Drawers” throughout all three main galleries so that visitors 

can pull out a drawer to view more artwork and artifacts from the collection. Information on 

this case study was gathered through the web survey, literature review, a site visit, and 

interviews with museum staff. Objects Conservator Allison Lewis was interviewed over the 

phone on April 1st, 2019 and in person at OMCA on April 3rd, 2019. During these interviews, 

the author was referred to Experience Developer Lisa Silberstein for a follow-up interview 

which took place over email on April 22nd, 2019.

The San Diego Museum of Art (SDMA) is located in San Diego, California and has a 

fine art collection. Its “Visible Vaults” recreate a museum storage environment in two of the
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galleries and focus on increasing access to their print collection. Information on this case study 

was gathered through the web survey, a professional conference, and an interview with Senior 

Registrar John Digasare over the phone on April 8th, 2019.

A total of thirteen questions were asked during interviews of content experts. Questions 

were divided into three themes: design, implementation, and evaluation. The first question, 

“How many years has your museum’s visible storage/discovery drawers/visible vaults/etc. 

been open?” was developed in order to get a sense of the length of time that the museum has 

been using a visible storage display. This was followed by the second question: “What is the 

display density of your museum’s visible storage/discovery drawers/visible vaults/etc.?” 

Together, these two questions established useful background information that was intended to 

allow the author to compare and contrast the case studies.

The third question and fourth questions were similarly related, but marked a transition 

between theme of design and the theme of implementation. The third question, “What staff 

members or departments were primarily involved in the design and upkeep of your museum’s 

visible storage/discovery drawers/visible vaults/etc.? What are their roles?”, and the fourth 

question, “Was collaboration between staff members or departments necessary in order to 

design and/or maintain your museum’s visible storage/discovery drawers/visible vaults/etc.?”, 

were designed to uncover whether collaboration between departments was necessary and/or 

helpful. The third focused on the design stage and the fourth began to pivot into 

implementation.
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Likewise, the fifth question, “What outside contractors, if any, did you use in the 

installation of your museum’s visible storage/discovery drawers/visible vaults/etc. display? 

Have you consulted with them since installation?” touched on this transition again.

Questions six through ten were designed to gain a better understanding of how 

preservation concerns were addressed in visible storage displays during both the design and 

implementation phases. Question six asked: “What elements of the design of your museum’s 

visible storage/discovery drawers/visible vaults/etc. address long-term preservation 

concerns?”, followed by question seven: “How often are the objects rotated in your museum’s 

visible storage/discovery drawers/visible vaults/etc.?” The latter transitioned into the 

implementation phase and addressed the fact that museums typically rest artwork and objects 

after display. Since visible storage was originally designed to provide access to an entire 

collection over mi extended period of time, this question sought to understand how museums 

with visible storage address preservation concerns that are mitigated by allowing objects to rest 

after being displayed for a certain amount of time. Question eight asked “How long do objects 

rest when they are rotated off display?” and was designed as a follow up to question seven.

Question nine asked “What monitoring has your unit/division done/do in order to 

collect data on preservation concerns? Future plans?” and question ten asked “What 

adjustments, if any, has your unit/division made or plan to make in order to address 

preservation concerns as a result of this monitoring?” Both questions were designed to deepen 

the discussion on preventive conservation in the hope that they would identify areas that
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museum staff were concerned about. Question ten, in particular, was designed to shed light on 

any troubleshooting or problem-solving that museum staff may have done to address known 

preservation concerns.

The final three questions pivoted into evaluation. The literature review began to 

identify trends in visitor feedback for visible storage, so questions eleven to thirteen were 

designed to address whether visible storage achieved its goals around access from the 

perspective of museum visitors. Question eleven, “Has your unit/division collected visitor 

feedback, formally or informally, in order to assess the visitor experience for your museum’s 

visible storage/discovery drawers/visible vaults/etc.?”, followed by question twelve, “What 

staff members or departments collected this feedback?”, were designed to get information on 

the museum's process for collecting feedback from visitors of its visible storage. Finally, the 

thirteenth question asked, “What adjustments, if any, has your unit/division made or plan to 

make to your museum’s visible storage as a result of visitor feedback?” in order to understand 

the ways in which the museum was being responsive towards visitors in the implementation of 

it's visible storage display.

This thesis uses these case studies, along with a survey of museum websites in the 

Western region of the United States and a literature review, in order to better understand visible 

storage as a display technique as it stands in museums today. Questions explored include how 

common this display technique is, which museums have implemented it in the Western region 

of the United States, and its success as a technique to provide increased access to museum
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collections. Most of all, this thesis seeks to offer practical recommendations to the museum 

staff seeking to implement visible storage in a way that effectively increases access to 

collections and addresses long term preservation concerns.
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Chapter 4: Web Survey of Museums in the Western Region of the United States 

This chapter presents a web survey of museums in the Western region of the United 

States. The author conducted this survey in February 2019 in order to determine how common 

visible storage is as a display technique and also to identify candidates for possible case 

studies. An emphasis in this survey was placed on the Western Region of the United States and 

Canada because of its geographic proximity to the origins of visible storage at the Museum of 

Anthropology in Vancouver, because it provided a manageable sample, and because the 

geographic proximity to San Francisco State University would make it possible for the author 

to include a site visit to institutions that were selected as case studies.

Museums to be surveyed were selected from lists of member institutions of museum 

professional associations as they were more likely to have resources that connected them to 

museum professional standards for the display and care of collections. In total, a list of 175 

museums to survey was generated including 44 American Alliance of Museums 

(AAM)-accredited museums in major cities from across the San Francisco Bay Area in 

California and all 131 Western Museums Association (WMA) institutional members.

While it is possible that some museums with visible storage may not include it on their 

website, the fact that many museums highlight visible storage on their exhibitions page or in 

promotional materials suggests that many museums see access to collections as a draw to their 

visitors and in this case would likely advertise that asset to entice people to visit their museum. 

For example, the Burke Museum on the University of Washington campus features their move
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to a new museum, which includes visible storage, prominently on their website and in

promotional materials available at the museum. Their website states that visitors will be able to

“see through the walls of the museum and discover all that's been hiding behind them” (Burke

2019) before advertising the opening of the new building in Fall 2019.

Similarly, a promotional brochure (Appendix 3) available on site at their old location

also invites visitors to “See Through the Burke.” On the other side, the visitor is asked: “What

if you could see through the walls of a museum—and discover all that’s hiding behind them?”

The brochure goes on to state:

You can., .at the New Burke. The New Burke will be a flagship museum of natural 
history and culture that gives everyone in our community a chance to explore the life 
around us and see the world—see our past, see our future—with new eyes. We’re 
removing the barriers that separate people from the Burke’s collections and the insights 
they hold—opening not just our doors, but our walls to the entire community. Come see 
through the Burke, and discover the life before you (Burke 2018).

The presence of this type of language on promotional materials may indicate that museums are 

making an effort to communicate to the public when they have visible storage on site, 

suggesting that museum web pages are an appropriate place to begin an assessment of the 

presence of visible storage as a display technique in museums.

Before searching websites, the author generated a control list of museums known to 

have visible storage through a review of the literature, or through site visits. The goal of this 

list was to determine which search terms would be most likely to identify the existence of 

visible storage on a museum’s web page. A total of nine search terms were tested: visible
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storage, open storage, visible, open, study storage, drawers, study collections, research 

collections, and visual storage. Terms like “visible” and “open” produced results that were 

unrelated to visible storage, “open,” for example, brought back hits for opening hours, and 

were determined to be too vague. Conversely, “study collections” and “research collections” 

did not yield any results, perhaps because the terms are academic or technical jargon and do 

not effectively communicate their meaning to a non-specialized audience. Overall, the terms 

that yielded results were: open storage, visible storage, drawers, window, and study storage. As 

a result, this list of five terms was used to search the web pages of 175 institutions for the web 

survey.

Results: American Alliance of Museums-accredited Museums in the Bay Area

In order to determine whether there were any museums with visible storage in the Bay 

Area, a list was generated from the American Alliance of Museums “Find A Museum” web 

page (AAM 2019). The page allows you to search by museum, by location, or by museum 

type. Under “location,” the user is given the option to search by city, state, or country. In order 

to generate a list of museums for die survey, a list of cities in the San Francisco Bay Area was 

generated. Cities searched were: San Francisco, Berkeley, Oakland, Richmond, Palo Alto, 

Mountain View, Stanford, Vallejo, Fairfield, Vacaville, Napa, Petaluma, San Rafael, Novato, 

Belmont, Burlingame, Daly City, Foster City, Half Moon Bay, Los Altos, Menlo Park,
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Millbrae, Pacifica, Redwood City, San Bruno, San Carlos, San Mateo, and South San 

Francisco.

The city search produced a list of 44 museums in the Bay Area whose web pages were 

then systematically searched using the five search terms generated from the control list and the 

“Exhibitions” page. Of these 44 museums, two showed evidence of visible storage on their 

web pages: The Magnes Collection of Jewish Art and Life and the Oakland Museum of 

California (OMCA) (Table 1).

Table 1: Museums in the San Francisco Bay Area with Visible Storage

Institution Institution’s Web 
Page

Terms Used by 
Institution for Visible 

Storage

Search Terms that 
Found Evidence of 

Visible Storage

The Magnes Collection 
of Jewish Art and Life

httDs://maanes.berkele
v.edu/

"open collections 
storage"
"visible collections 
storage"

“Visible storage” and 
“open storage”

Oakland Museum of 
California

http://museumca.ora/ “Discovery Drawers” N/A. No references to 
visible storage. Visible 
storage-type housing 
was known to author 
through OMCA site 
visits and OMCA blog 
posts.

For full survey results, see Appendix 1.

http://museumca.ora/
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Results: Western Museums Association Institutional Members

The survey was then broadened to determine whether there were any museums with 

visible storage in the Western Museums Association (WMA). A list was generated from their 

directory of institutional members which produced a total of 131 institutions in Alaska,

Alberta, Arizona, California, Hawaii, Idaho, Nevada, Oregon, Kansas, Texas, Utah, 

Washington, Washington DC (National Museum of the American Indian), and Wyoming. Next, 

these institutions’ web pages were systematically searched using the five search terms 

generated from the control list and the “Exhibitions” page. Of these 131 institutions, six 

showed evidence of visible storage on their web pages: The Anchorage Museum, the Buffalo 

Bill Center of the West, the Burke Museum, the Northwest Museum of Arts and Culture, the 

Oakland Museum of California, and the University of Nevada-Reno (Table 2).

Table 2: Institutional Members of the Western Museums Association with Visible Storage

Institution Institution’s Web 
Page

Terms Used by 
Institution for Visible 

Storage

Search Terms that 
Found Evidence of 

Visible Storage

Anchorage Museum httDs://www.anchoraae
museum.ora/

"conservation lab with 
visible storage”

None. On “Exhibitions” 
page.

Buffalo Bill Center of 
the West

httDs://centerofthewest.
ora/

"open storage," 
"designed for visible 
storage," "drawers," 
"study gallery"

“Visible storage,” “open 
storage,” “drawers,” 
“study storage.” Also 
featured on 
“Exhibitions” page.

Burke Museum httD://www. burkemuse 
um.ora/

"visible collections and 
lab spaces"

“Visible storage,” “open 
storage,” “study 
storage.”

http://www.anchoraae
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Northwest Museum of 
Arts & Culture

www.northwestmuseu
m.ora

"Visible Storage" and 
"Open Collections Lab"

No search function on 
web page. Found on 
“Exhibitions" page.

Oakland Museum of 
California

httD://museumca.ora/ “Discovery Drawers" N/A. No references to 
visible storage. Visible 
storage-type housing 
was known to author 
through OMCA site 
visits and OMCA blog 
posts.

University of Nevada, 
Reno:

(1) Department of Art
(2) Museum of Natural 
History

www.unr.edu (1) "visible storage 
window"
(2) "drawer- of 
specimens

(1) “visible storage”
(2) “drawers”

For full survey results, see Appendix 2.

Analysis

In total, 175 museum web pages were searched in this survey. From this sample, only 

nine museums, or 0.05%, showed evidence of visible storage on their web pages. Such a low 

number indicates that overall, visible storage is not commonly used as a display strategy in 

museums; however, several museums with visible storage prominently referenced it, especially 

if it was in a new facility as was the case for the Burke Museum and the Department of Art at 

the University of Nevada-Reno. These indicate that when museums do employ visible storage, 

it may be seen as a draw for visitors. This hypothesis will be explored more fully in the case 

studies that follow this chapter.

http://www.northwestmuseu
http://www.unr.edu
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In one case—the Oakland Museum of California—a site visit revealed visible storage 

display techniques that were employed in the museum’s “Discovery Drawers” while the web 

page did not return any search results. Further web searches for evidence of visible storage 

resulted in OMCA blog posts on the Discovery Drawers, but searches on the museum’s web 

page did not yield any results. This finding may have been a result of the efficacy of search 

functions in individual museum web pages versus a Google search; nevertheless, this survey 

identified new institutions with visible storage that had not been revealed in the literature 

review.

Potential case studies were chosen from the results of the web survey and from 

museums in the Western region that were identified as having visible storage through a 

literature review, a site visit by the author, or from information identified at a museum 

professional conference. Potential case studies were then divided into three categories: art 

museums, natural history museums, and museums that had interdisciplinary collections 

(history, art, natural history). The museums in the art category included: the Northwest 

Museum of Arts and Culture, Spokane WA; the San Diego Museum of Art, San Diego CA; and 

the University of Nevada, Reno Department of Art, Reno NV. The museums in the natural 

history category included: the Draper Natural History Museum (Buffalo Bill Center of the 

West), Cody WY; The University of Nevada, Reno Museum of Natural History, Reno NV; and 

the Beaty Biodiversity Museum at the University of British Columbia, Vancouver BC. The 

museums in the interdisciplinary category included: the Burke Museum (forthcoming), Seattle
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WA; the Cody Firearms Museum (Buffalo Bill Center of the West), Cody WY; the Oakland 

Museum of California, Oakland CA; the Magnes Collection of Jewish Art and Life at the 

University of California, Berkeley, Berkeley CA; the Museum of Anthropology at the 

University of British Columbia, Vancouver BC; and the Haida Gwaii Museum, Skidegate BC.

To select the case studies, an assessment was also made of how long the visible storage 

had been open. Part of the goal of the interview with content experts was to ascertain what kind 

of maintenance visible storage needs and how that could fit into regular exhibit maintenance 

and collections care. Recently opened displays, those that were forthcoming, or those opened 

in the last year were determined to be inappropriate for this study because there would be little 

or no data available on their maintenance over time, so museums with established displays 

were favored instead. As a result, one museum with an established visible storage display was 

selected from each category, with a mix of museums that were associated with universities and 

museums that were not associated with universities. For art, the San Diego Museum of Art was 

selected; and for a mixed collection, the Magnes Collection of Jewish Art and Life was chosen. 

Lastly, the Oakland Museum of California’s multidisciplinary collection was selected because 

its collections contain a natural history collection along with its history and art collections; 

furthermore, OMCA displays a wide variety of objects in its visible storage display and 

therefore offers an opportunity to examine the display of objects of many different shapes, 

sizes, and materials.
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In summary, a web-based survey of museums in the San Francisco Bay Area and the 

western region of the United States identified nine museums from a list of 175 with evidence 

of visible storage on their web pages. At 0.05%, this represents a relatively low percentage of 

museums in this region; nevertheless, some of these displays are either forthcoming or were 

installed in the last year which indicates that the trend may be growing. Furthermore, the 

Burke’s advertisement of its visible storage and the emphasis on transparency in the promotion 

of its new facility indicates that at least one museum has identified visible storage as an 

effective way to engage visitors. Overall, the results of the survey determined which museums 

in the Western region of the United States referenced visible storage on their web pages and 

showed a modest growth of museums with visible storage. Together with the literature review, 

the results of the web survey were used to generate a list of potential case studies, and from 

these, the case studies were selected.
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Chapter 5: Case Study 1. The Magnes Collection of Jewish Art and Life.

The Magnes Collection of Jewish Art and Life (Magnes) is a museum on the University 

of California, Berkeley campus which began as one of the first Jewish museums in the United 

States (Magnes 2019d) and now holds one of the leading collections of Jewish art and Judaica 

in a university setting (Magnes 2019a). Its founding in 1962 by Seymour Fromer and his wife 

Rebecca Camhi Fromer paralleled the development of Jewish Studies as an academic field, 

and, from its establishment, the museum’s operations, focused on providing access to its 

collection to scholars and UC Berkeley faculty and students for the development and 

interpretation of its collection (Magnes 2019d). Today, the Magnes organizes programs and 

exhibitions around its collection of over 17,000 objects of Jewish art and culture (Magnes 

2019g).

The Magnes focuses its mission on two main areas: collections and research. In regard

to their collections, their website states that:

A central mission of The Magnes Collection of Jewish Art and Life is to make its rich 
and diverse holdings broadly available to the public for viewing, study, and research 
(Magnes 2019b).

Then, in regard to research, their website states that:

A central mission of The Magnes Collection of Jewish Art and Life is to conduct 
research that investigates the performative power of cultural heritage. The rich and 
diverse holdings of The Magnes are broadly available for viewing, study, and research 
(Magnes 2019f).
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For both of these areas, the Magnes identifies access as a key component of its mission, and as 

a result, information on how researchers and the general public can access its collection is 

available in detail on its website. This information includes holdings and a list of online 

resources, including access to a collections database, Flickr images of collections items, online 

interactive digital humanities projects, access to a catalog of the Western Jewish Americana 

holdings via the UC Berkeley library catalog, and links to resources on Jewish Studies on the 

UC Berkeley campus (Magnes 2019f). With two weeks advance notice, appointments can be 

made to access the museum collection for research and teaching purposes on specific days and 

hours. Further requests for access outside of the hours stated on the website may be possible 

and the museum considers these requests on a case-by-case basis (Magnes 2019b).

The Magnes’ collection consists of paintings, works on paper, photography, artist 

books, digital and mixed media, objects relating to personal rituals, family rituals, synagogue 

and communal life, and the global Jewish diaspora, and a reference library (Magnes 2019e). 

The museum’s first significant acquisition was the Siegfried S. Strauss collection, which was 

acquired in 1967, and includes ritual objects, documents, rare books, and manuscripts from 

Europe. Following this acquisition, the Magnes continued to collect from the Jewish cultures 

of the Middle East, North Africa, and Asia while simultaneously collecting and studying 

objects that illuminated regional Jewish culture in the American West. Further acquisitions 

expanded the collection to include modem and contemporary art, including the Taube Family 

Arthur Szyck Collection in 2017 and the Roman Vishniac Archive in 2018 (Magnes 2019g), as
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well as music in order to expand upon traditional text-based approaches to studying Jewish 

history and culture (Magnes 2019d).

In January 2012, the Magnes relocated to 2121 Allston Way on the University of 

California, Berkeley campus. Known as the Judah L. Magnes Museum in its prior location on 

Russell Street in the Elmwood neighborhood in Berkeley, California, the museum transferred 

the ownership of its collection to the University of California in 2010 and became the Magnes 

Collection of Jewish Art and Life (Magnes 2019c). The move was the result of the new 

partnership between the Magnes and UC Berkeley and in the process the museum doubled its 

storage space. Roughly eighty percent of the collection is now on site in the new facility and 

the rare books and Western Jewish Americana archives are being processed into UC Berkeley’s 

Bancroft library (Magnes 2019c; Taylor 2012).

The new building was designed by San Francisco architects Pfau Long in collaboration 

with Pacassa Studios, a design and fabrication company based in Oakland (Maclay 2012). The 

new building consists of a large auditorium, a central 1,500 square foot gallery, study rooms 

for researchers, an events space (Rothstein 2012; Tracy 2012), and was intended to be a “place 

to gather for exhibitions, lectures, performances and other events that foster community, 

learning, and growth” (Magnes 2019c). The central gallery features elmwood and glass, 

allowing visitors to see into the storage space which architect Pfau Long described as a 

technique that would “allow visitors to have a direct relationship with the collection” (Taylor

2012). This element contributes to the overall design, which was intended to create a sense of
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warmth and transparency. On the occasion of the opening, the Magnes’ director stated: “We 

wanted an open space with a good flow where the community could spend time discovering 

the collection” (Taylor 2012).

This statement was evident during a site visit by the author to the Magnes on March 11, 

2019. The main exhibition space has floor-to-ceiling glass on either side of the central gallery, 

exposing the collection storage which is visible to visitors as they walk through the exhibit. 

Some artwork and objects are displayed near the front of the glass so that it doubles as an area 

for a more traditional, curated display, but storage is clearly visible behind these displays 

especially while staff are working in the space because the lights are on behind the glass. As 

visitors walk in, stacked storage is visible behind the glass on the left (Image 4) and compact 

storage is visible behind the glass on the right (Image 5).
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Image 4: Stacked storage visible on the left of the central gallery (photo courtesy of author).
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Image 5: Compact storage behind glass on the right of the central gallery (photo courtesy o f author). 

Not only is the storage space visible, but there are also work areas set up for staff

behind the glass. This means that while staff are working in the collection, visitors are able to

see what they are working on and get a sense of what work done by staff in a museum
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collection looks like. Not every item in storage is on display, but the display technique has 

been described as “a window into storage” (Franklin 2019). This technique reflects the fact that 

rather than mount or display every object in the collection, the display combines views of the 

storage area with more traditional mounting and display strategies. According to feedback 

collected by museum staff, the building’s visible storage display excites and appeals to visitors 

who comment on it frequently and will often smile and wave to museum staff. Many visitors 

inquire about the museum’s storage after seeing the visible display, asking where else the 

museum has collections storage (Franklin 2019).

To address preventive conservation, the space is monitored by data loggers that record 

temperature and relative humidity. Currently, museum staff are consulting with the Image 

Permanence Institute at the Rochester Institute of Technology to assess whether environmental 

monitoring based on dew point would be a better option for tracking environmental conditions 

and to determine how to mitigate concerns over the presence of museum staff in the collections 

area. As previously mentioned, the visible storage display also serves as a work space for 

collections staff, allowing visitors to observe museum operations while viewing the storage 

area. While this method facilitates increased transparency than most museums, there is some 

concern over the effect that the persistent presence of people in museum storage has on the 

environmental controls. For example, condensation from breath, will cause the HVAC to work 

harder to maintain the equilibrium of humidity levels during and after the period of time in
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which staff are present in the space and these concerns are being addressed through 

consultation with the Image Permanence Institute (Franklin 2019).

Additionally, preservation concerns related to light exposure are no higher than in 

typical storage environment for the majority of the collection because the objects are housed in 

boxes or wrapped to protect them from light and dust. There are some exceptions to this: some 

objects are chosen from the permanent collection to be exposed as part of the visible storage 

display and are displayed prominently in front of the windows to the central gallery. Those 

objects typically rotated out and allowed to rest after they have been on display for one year. 

Any objects which may be on display longer are assessed on a case-by-case basis according to 

materials from which they are made. Oil paintings on canvas, for example, tend to be more 

durable and flexible than works on paper (Franklin 2019).

Another way that the Magnes addresses long-term preservation concerns in its visible 

storage is to ensure that the objects chosen for this display are not handled excessively while 

they are being prepared to go on view. This method is also a strategy that was chosen in order 

to address the challenges of processing a collection with a small staff. By the time an object is 

displayed it has also been researched, catalogued, digitized, photographed, and made available 

to the public on the online database and museum Flickr account. Furthermore, these projects 

allow UC Berkeley students the opportunity to work with the collection because they are 

carried out in partnership with students who are part of Undergraduate Research 

Apprenticeship Program (URAP). By integrating these efforts, object handling is significantly
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cut down as objects are only handled once, whereas typically they would be removed from 

their housing and handled separately for each cataloguing project, photography project, and so 

on (Franklin 2019).

Upon examining the Magnes’ experience with visible storage, three main themes 

emerged: first, that museums are beginning to experiment with the design of visible storage 

pioneered by the Museum of Anthropology; second, that museums with a small staff can 

integrate collections projects, exhibits, and research in order to support both preventive 

conservation and collections access; and third, that visitor response to the display indicates that 

visible storage is an effective way to engage the public with the museum’s collection.

First, the design of the display is a variation on the first visible storage display that was 

developed by the Museum of Anthropology. Instead of individually mounting every object for 

display, the Magnes uses a technique that was described as “a window into storage” (Franklin 

2019). In this way, the storage and work areas are on display rather than displaying every 

object at once. Preservation concerns related to open storage, especially around exposure to 

light, are satisfactorily mitigated in this case because most objects are housed rather than being 

on display. It can be argued that the objects are under no greater risk to light than if they were 

in closed storage. While this does not give the collection complete visibility to visitors, objects 

from the permanent collection are displayed in visible storage and rotated every year as part of 

UC Berkeley's URAP program, and museum operations, as they relate to collections care and 

curation tasks, are on display as visitors wander the gallery.
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Additionally, the URAP project also demonstrates how the practice of integrating 

curation and collections projects can minimize object handling while increasing access to the 

collection. As discussed in the literature review, appropriate handling and maintenance 

procedures for objects in storage, exhibition, packing, and use are an integral part of preventive 

care. Proper handling procedures and minimal handling can reduce the risk of damage or harm 

to an object (Fisher 2010). By integrating research, cataloguing, digitization, photography, and 

display into one larger project an object will only be unpacked and handled once instead of five 

times. Furthermore, this practice also gives students access to the collection for research and 

training while making those objects and their associated stories available to the public to view. 

In this way, shrewd project management both minimizes the risk to objects through handling 

and increases access to the objects for students and the general public.

Finally, the Magnes’ visible storage appears to fulfill its stated goal of bringing visitors 

closer to the collection. Their engagement is evidenced by the fact that visitors were asking 

questions about the museum's storage after seeing it through the display and that the visible 

storage display prompted further questions about the collection and its care. This questions 

indicate that visible storage displays have great potential to educate the public on museum 

collections and their care and use. Furthermore, visitors’ reactions to seeing museum staff 

working in the collection indicate that there is a positive response to the transparency of having 

the museum's storage and operations on view while visitors are in the museum. Finally, the 

design of the space ensures that visitors will see the display almost as soon as they enter the
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museum. In conjunction with the access provided by appointment for UC Berkeley students 

and researchers, the visible storage display aids the museum in making significant, effective 

efforts to fulfill its mission and stated goals around access.

In sum, the Magnes effectively designed their visible storage display in order to address 

both the public’s need to access their collection and the mitigation of environmental and 

physical factors which can pose a risk to collections objects. A notable strategy was the use of 

effective project management to further decrease risks associated with object handling and 

increase access to the collection for both students and the general public. This decision shows 

that preventive conservation concerns are being addressed and adapted to a visible storage 

display while the museum capitalizes on the opportunities that visible storage offers for public 

engagement. Furthermore, the visitor feedback collected at the museum indicates a positive 

response overall to the display strategy and shows that the display is engaging the public 

around the museum’s collection, its care, and its use.
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Chapter 6: Case Study 2. The San Diego Museum of Art

The San Diego Museum of Art (SDMA) is an art museum in San Diego, California, 

with a mission to “inspire, educate, and cultivate curiosity through great works of art” (SDMA 

2019b). The history of the institution reaches back to the early 20th century when civic leaders 

were inspired by the 1915-1916 Panama-Califomia International Exhibition, held in San 

Diego’s Balboa Park, to establish a permanent public art gallery. Planning for the museum 

began in 1922, and it opened its doors as “The Fine Arts Gallery of San Diego” in 1926. 

Subsequently, the institution began to build its permanent collection (SDMA 2019c).

The collection consisted mostly of paintings and sculpture until a period of expansion 

in the 1960s and 1970s. At this time, the museum was renamed to the “San Diego Museum of 

Art” in order to reflect growth in the scope of the collection to include works of applied and 

decorative art. The collection expanded again in the 1980s and 1990s as the museum received 

donations of a collection of prints, posters, and paintings by Henri de Toulouse-Lautrec from 

the Baldwin M. Baldwin Foundation and a 1,453 piece collection of Indian and South Asian art 

from Edwin Binney 3rd. Most recently, in the 2000s, the collection has grown to include 

African, Oceanic, and Native American artworks which were transferred from the Sana Art 

Foundation and other fine art acquisitions (SDMA 2019c).

The SDMA provides access to their collections through exhibits, an online catalogue, 

and outreach programs. At the time of this thesis, there are currently fourteen exhibitions 

advertised on their web page, including their visible storage installation that spans two
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galleries: Visible Vaults (SDMA 2019a). A school tour program runs regular free, docent-led 

school tours in the galleries for K-12 students over a variety of topics and provides materials 

such as “Art Carts” that are prepared by museum educators and illustrate the processes behind 

the various works of art that are on display. Tours are available in English or Spanish and there 

is an additional program that provides buses to Title 1 schools serving a large number of 

low-income students in order to remove cost as a barrier to entry for classes from those 

schools.

Additional outreach programs also address cost as a barrier to entry and bring art 

directly to audiences. Programs currently focus on serving young people who are considered 

“at-risk”; for example, SDMA partners with organizations such as ALBA, a multidisciplinary 

program that serves students who have been expelled, The Monarch School, a program that 

serves students who are experiencing homelessness, the Kearny Mesa Juvenile Detention 

Facility, and Juvenile Court and Community Schools. These programs include multiple visits 

with museum educators to museums in the area, workshop sessions, visits to SDMA, and a 

final reception or exhibition. Through this outreach, the Museum serves over two thousand 

underserved youth and is seeking to help fill the void left by program and budget cuts in 

schools (SDMA 2019d). With these programs, SDMA is working to address barriers to access 

to their museum in their community.

To increase access to their collection in the galleries, SDMA has installed visible 

storage in order to provide access to more of their collection than would typically be on view
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in traditional exhibits. SDMA calls their visible storage “Visible Vaults” and they are installed

in Galleries Nine and Ten. A label in the galleries describes the area as follows:

Welcome to the collections of the San Diego Museum of Art. Here in our Visible Vaults 
galleries, we have recreated part of the museum’s most carefully guarded area, a place 
that is invisible to most visitors--the vaults where the thousands of works of art in our 
collection are stored. Often curators cannot put everything on view that deserves to be 
displayed; some works of art are too fragile, too light-sensitive, or would not fit well 
with the other objects in a gallery. However in this behind-the-scenes display, you have 
the opportunity to discover some little-known masterpieces. So open drawers, peek into 
our virtual storerooms, and take the time to sketch and observe. These are some of the 
great treasures of the collection (Digasare 2019).

This text highlights that, while most of the collection is not on display, the Visible Vaults are

offering a glimpse into closed storage. In this way, the Visible Vaults not only display more

works than are typically on view in traditional galleries, but also give visitors a sense of the

scale of closed storage and engage visitors with the reasons for why not every object in the

museum’s collection is on view.

While Gallery Ten displays three-dimensional objects: small bronzes, ceramics, and

pieces from the ethnographic collection (Image 6), the majority of the Visible Vaults are

dedicated to the SDMA’s print collection and are located in Gallery Nine (Image 7). Here, 60

drawers in bays of 10 display American prints, photographs, Indian prints, Japanese prints, and

European works on paper. The prints are light-sensitive, so they are displayed in drawers.

Curators are responsible for making the selections of which prints are shown, with a particular

emphasis on showing prints that have not been seen by the public for some time (Digasare

2019).
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Image 6: Gallery Ten at the San Diego Museum of Art (photo courtesy of John Digesare).

The drawers are 45 inches high at their tallest and about a half inch from the floor at 

their lowest. They resemble flat files, which are typically used to house works on paper in 

closed museum storage, in their design (Image 8). Each drawer typically contains about three 

prints that have been selected by conservators, conserved, and matted on acid-free mats. After 

being on display for about two years, the first set of prints have been rotated out and will likely 

rest for 4-5 years before being displayed again, which will mitigate potential damage from 

exposure to light (Digasare 2019).
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Image 7: Gallery Nine at the San Diego Museum of Art (photo courtesy of John Digesare).
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Image 8: Drawers in Gallery Nine at the San Diego Museum of Art resemble flat files, typically used to 
house prints in closed museum storage, in their design (photo courtesy of John Digesare).

Since their installation, some changes have been made to the drawers in order to 

address preservation concerns in three areas. First, after installation, some of the drawers were 

sticking and jamming so adjustments were made in order to ensure that they ran smoothly on 

the tracks and would open fully. Second, one print slipped out of place as the drawer was being 

opened and closed, so tape was applied to the back of the mat with a film barrier as protection. 

This technique successfully secured the mat in the drawer. Lastly, there was a problem with 

static inside the drawers, which caused some of the prints were lifting up due to static
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electricity. To mitigate this, an anti-static brush, Brillianize, or a damp paper towel were used 

on the plexiglass in order to eliminate the static and to keep the prints from lifting (Digesare 

2019).

Upon examining SDMA’s experience with visible storage, three main themes emerged: 

first, that the design of their visible storage is another example of how museums are 

reinterpreting the practice in ways which suit their collection; second, that there are some 

challenges to preservation posed by the use of drawers but that those challenges can be 

mitigated through maintenance; and third, that visible storage is just one tool that museums can 

use to democratize their institutions and that other strategies, such as outreach programs, can 

be developed to address the fact that some members of a museum’s community may 

experience economic or social barriers to entry.

First, SDMA’s approach to the design of their visible storage is another variation on the 

original design at the Museum of Anthropology. While the Visible Vaults do not display an 

entire collection, the approach displays more works of art than is typically displayed in 

traditional exhibitions. Moreover, SDMA chose to focus on their print collection with the first 

iteration exhibiting Japanese woodblock prints and prints from Henri de Toulouse-Lautrec, 

Alexander Calder, Andy Warhol, Henry Moore, Auguste Rodin, Charles Reiffel and Lee 

Krasner (SDMA 2019a). This decision brings increased access to a part of SDMA’s collection 

that is particularly strong and demonstrates one of the advantages of learning from museum
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collections to visitors: they allow for the study of a particular technique over time and through 

different artists and applications.

Additionally, the design of the display helps to mitigate risks associated with light 

damage, a critical need for sensitive print collections. As discussed in the literature review, the 

recommended light level for prints is typically around 50 lux, which is also the lowest level of 

light at which a viewer with healthy eyes could successfully view an object (CCI 2019). Even 

in traditional exhibitions, these objects are lit at lower levels than pieces made from other 

materials that can handle higher light levels. The choice to use drawers allows the museum to 

display this collection for longer periods of time than would typically be possible if the prints 

were to be successfully preserved for future generations.

In this way, the Visible Vaults demonstrate that, even when displaying one part of a 

collection, visible storage is able to increase access and give visitors an understanding of some 

of the uses of museum collections. Furthermore, the design of the display enables visitors to 

visualize the conditions in which objects would typically be stored because the drawers mimic 

the flat files that the prints would likely be stored in in closed storage. Through the didactic 

panels, the exhibition design, and the drawing activities in the gallery, visitors are engaged 

with concepts that are central to museum collections.

Second, the issues that SDMA experienced involving preservation were successfully 

mitigated. Drawer tracks were adjusted in order to reduce vibrations, static electricity from the 

plexiglass was reduced to successfully stop prints from lifting, and mats were secured so that
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the prints did not shift in the drawers. Ongoing maintenance and monitoring is carried out by 

the prep team in the Exhibitions and Collections department and monitoring responsibilities are 

also shared by gallery attendants who are often able to catch any details which may be a 

concern and there is a system in place to rotate objects in order to let them rest (Digesare 

2019).

Finally, after considering the outreach programs at the SDMA, it is clear that the 

museum is thinking about access on multiple levels. Like the Museum of Anthropology at the 

University of British Columbia, visible storage appears to be just one tool that they are 

utilizing to democratize their institution. Their outreach programs focus on removing barriers 

to entry to their galleries and are evidence that it may not be enough for museums to put a 

collection on view in order to meet standards for access.

In brief, SDMA is expanding access to their collection in a number of ways, one of 

which is visible storage. The Visible Vaults successfully display a large number of pieces from 

their extensive print collection and demonstrate how drawers can be used to increase access to 

light-sensitive materials in visible storage displays. Furthermore, while there were some 

preservation risks associated with both static from the plexiglass and with motion from the 

drawers being pulled out as visitors viewed the prints, museum staff at SDMA has found ways 

to mitigate these risks. Overall, visible storage fits into a holistic effort to democratize because 

SDMA has also committed to outreach programs that will make their museum’s collections 

more accessible to their community.
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Chapter 7: Case Study 3. The Oakland Museum of California.

Located in Oakland, California, The Oakland Museum of California (OMCA) is a 

multidisciplinary museum with a mission to “inspire all Californians to create a more vibrant 

future for themselves and their communities” (OMCA 2019). OMCA’s collection spans the 

arts, history, and the natural sciences, and is made up of over 1.9 million objects, which include 

“seminal art works, historical artifacts, ethnographic objects, natural specimens, and 

photographs” (OMCA 2019). The Museum’s collections are used to support inquiries into 

California identity, and OMCA has identified education, programming, and outreach as 

integral parts of their museum operations which contribute to their vision of the museum’s role 

as a public forum (OMCA 2019).

OMCA uses “Discovery Drawers” as visible storage to display large numbers of 

objects from their collection throughout their permanent exhibitions. The drawers are scattered 

throughout all three core galleries: the Gallery of California Art, the Gallery of California 

History, and the Gallery of California Natural Sciences. From 2008 to 2014, all three of these 

galleries were renovated, and it was at this time that the Discovery Drawers were installed. The 

drawers have been in use for at least five years, with those in the Gallery of California Natural 

Sciences being the most recently installed (Lewis 2019).

The drawers are incorporated into the galleries in several different ways. First, in the 

Gallery of California Art, the drawers are freestanding in the galleries with other objects 

mounted on top. In this way, the drawers serve as the base of a pedestal display (Image 9).
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Image 9: Discovery Drawers in the Gallery of California Art at the Oakland Museum of California (photo 
courtesy of author; objects from the collection of the Oakland Museum of California).

Next, in the Gallery of Gallery of California Natural Sciences and the Gallery of California 

History, the drawers are periodically incorporated into other elements of the exhibition design . 

For example, in the Gallery of California Natural Sciences, a display discussing roadkill
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features drawers that pull out of the front of a truck and illustrate various species that can be 

found struck by cars on California roads and highways (Image 10).

Image 10: Discovery Drawers in the Gallery of California Natural Sciences at the Oakland Museum o f California 
(photo courtesy of author; objects from the collection of the Oakland Museum of California).

Finally, a number of drawers incorporate activities that engage visitors with the objects in the 

drawers. In the Gallery of California Natural Sciences, the drawers are used in drawing 

activities that encourage visitors to practice their observation skills (Image 11). Other drawers 

ask visitors questions and teach them about the natural sciences by engaging them in activities 

such as how to identify the eggs of local birds (Image 12).
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Image 11: Discovery Drawer drawing activity in the Gallery of California Natural Sciences at the Oakland 
Museum of California (photo courtesy of author; objects from the collection of the Oakland Museum of

California).
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Image 12: Discovery Drawer egg identification activity in the Gallery of California Natural Sciences at the 
Oakland Museum of California (photo courtesy of author; objects from the collection o f the Oakland

Museum of California).

Currently, each gallery has a team that consists of collections staff, 

preparation/installation staff, curators, experience developers, designers, and educators who 

work together to produce and maintain the exhibits in the galleries. About one year after 

OMCA reopened, experience developers worked with an external evaluation company, Randi 

Korn and Associates, to conduct an evaluation of the Gallery of California Art and the Gallery 

of California History (Silberstein 2019). From this evaluation, the museum found that some 

drawers were getting more use than others. Generally, other “interactive elements” were 

getting more use; however, the “Gold Rush” drawers in the Art gallery and the drawers in the 

San Francisco section of the History gallery received a fair amount of use (Silberstein 2019).
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Docents also use the drawers in facilitated learning experiences. Internally, the 

Learning Initiatives Program Manager (who leads the “Learning Initiatives,” or education, 

department at OMCA) worked with docents to find out about how docents use the Discovery 

Drawers by collecting anecdotal data in a Google document (Silberstein 2019). Overall, 

docents reported using the drawers in all three galleries while interacting with visitors; 

however, to deepen the dialogue with visitors about the objects in the drawers, some docents 

observed that they needed more information about these objects before engaging visitors with 

them further (Silberstein 2019). Subsequently, this data around engagement was weighed, 

internally, against conservation risks in order to determine whether or not objects in the 

drawers should be remounted in the galleries (Silberstein 2019) and in the Gallery of California 

Art, time and money was invested into the drawers in order to find solutions for conservation 

concerns and to remount objects (Silberstein 2019).

Ultimately, the drawers have remained in all three galleries and a number of solutions 

were found across all galleries to mitigate preservation concerns associated with visible 

storage; in particular, mounting strategies were developed in order to reduce the effects of 

motion and vibration on the objects (Lewis 2019). Decks and mounts in drawers are 

constructed in ways which are appropriate to long-term storage. Decks were encased in 

MarvelSeal, an aluminized nylon and polyethylene barrier film which protects objects from 

vapors, atmospheric gases, and pollutants (Talas 2019), and were lined with fabrics that were
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Oddy tested in-house. Within the cases, objects are mounted in order to prevent them from 

damage when the drawers are being opened and closed by visitors (Lewis 2019).

In order to safeguard against light damage, light levels are measured and conservators 

generate an annual list of objects which should be rotated out. These decisions are made after 

factoring in the materials from which the object is made, the time that it has been on display to 

date, and the condition of the object. Overall, as a visible storage strategy, the drawers provide 

considerable protection against cumulative light damage compared to other methods of visible 

storage where the objects are exposed in cabinets; however, a disadvantage of the drawers is 

that they cause vibrations. To combat this, mounts were created to hold the objects in place 

and, over time, adjustments have been made, and objects have been remounted, as conservators 

were able to observe the effects of the vibrations on the objects (Lewis 2019).

To monitor object conditions, conservators are notified of potential problems by 

preparator staff who do regular maintenance in the galleries. Additionally, gallery guides are 

also able to identify issues while working in the galleries. In order to begin a more formal 

process for logging observations on object conditions, a Smartsheet has been set up to record 

this monitoring and to notify conservators and collections staff (Lewis 2019). In this way, 

OMCA has found a way to maximize staff time by integrating projects.

Overall, OMCA staff found that most objects were able to be safely mounted in the 

drawers; however, there were several cases where more significant adjustments needed to be 

made. In the Natural Science gallery, for example, brittle sponges were removed because they
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could not stand up to the stress of the vibrations from the drawers (Lewis 2019). In another 

case, mounts were modified through the collaboration of a conservator and a mount-maker in 

order to safely display marine skeletal, keratin-based, specimens. Generally speaking, the 

process is iterative, as the staff is constantly fine-tuning mounts in response to observations on 

how the objects are faring in the drawers (Lewis 2019).

Other adjustments were made to mounts for works on paper and photographs. Initially, 

L-shaped pins were made from brass cylinder blanks were used to secure objects to the deck 

(Image 13), but over time, some slippage was observed.

Image 13: L-shaped pins made from brass cylinder blanks (photo courtesy of author; objects from the collection
of the Oakland Museum of California).
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In order to prevent slippage, the pins were replaced using flat blank brass mounts, which 

provide more stability. In some other cases, transparent photo comers and polyethylene tape 

have been found to be adequate for mounting photos and other works on paper (Image 14). 

Since adjusting these mounts, OMCA staff have observed less slipping and moving from the 

objects in the drawers (Lewis 2019).

Image 14: Mounts for works on paper and ephemera (photo courtesy of author; objects from the collection of the
Oakland Museum of California).
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The flat blank brass mounts have also been used in other drawers throughout both 

galleries to secure three-dimensional objects to the drawer decks. Overall, they have been 

found to be more stable than cylinder blanks because they have a larger surface area and can be 

more securely fastened to the decks with screws. The mounts are then backed with felt in order 

to provide protection from abrasions that may be caused by objects making repeated contact 

with the brass mounts as the drawers are opened and closed. Aesthetically-speaking, the 

footprint of the flat blanks is still relatively low, and, where possible, they have been 

fauxed-out with an aciylic, Oddy-tested paint that has been found to be acceptable for 

long-term use. In some cases, objects are mounted using a similar process but with more 

complex cradles, which support the object and prevents it from touching the deck at all (Lewis 

2019) (Image 15).
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Image 15: Flat bar cradle mounts (photo courtesy of author; objects from the collection o f the Oakland
Museum of California).

This same strategy can be used with carved foam mounts or cavity mounts if the 

objects require more stability. In one case, baleen was mounted on foam mounts that gently 

cradled its natural curve and then secured in place with flat bar mounts. The foam was also 

covered in microfiber suede, which provided a slight enough tooth to reduce slippage, but was 

also delicate enough to be a safe material for the baleen to rest on (Image 16).
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Image 16: Baleen mounted on microfiber suede-lined foam mounts with fauxed-out brass flat bar mounts 
(photo courtesy o f author; objects from the collection o f the Oakland Museum o f California).

To reduce slippage, volara was also used underneath objects that were secured with small

archival straps and museum staff found that cavity mounts were effective for preventing

slippage (Image 17). To achieve this, foam was carved and covered with fabric so that a small
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recess cradled the objects and prevented them from moving around as the drawers were opened 

and closed.

Image 17: Cavity mounts cradle spoons in a Discovery Drawer in the Gallery of California History at the Oakland 
Museum of California (photo courtesy o f author; objects from the collection o f the Oakland Museum o f

California).

In some cases, shells were mounted with a volara layer underneath and secured to the decks 

with small straps made from inert heat-shrink tubing. When a lower footprint was necessary, 

cotton embroidery floss was used to secure objects to the fabric that covered the decks.

Upon examining OMCA’s experience with visible storage, three main themes emerged: 

first, OMCA is another example of how museums are beginning to experiment with the design 

of visible storage that was first pioneered by the Museum of Anthropology at the University of 

British Columbia; second, that a balance of preservation and access was achieved by first 

evaluating the value that the Discovery Drawers added to the visitor experience and then
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developing strategies to mitigate challenges to preservation; and third, that gallery-based 

interdepartmental teams facilitate dialogue among museum staff to support the visitor 

experience while simultaneously providing a sufficient standard of care for objects while they 

are on display.

First, OMCA’s visible storage design differs from other visible storage designs in that 

the Discovery Drawers are not installed in a way that mimics a museum storage area; instead, 

they are incorporated into the design of the more traditional exhibits found throughout all three 

core galleries. Their placement becomes part of the exhibit, whether they are pulled out from a 

display designed to be a truck or arranged under the counter of a mock lab set-up for an 

inquiry-based learning activity.

While this design differs from the first iterations of visible storage displays in places 

such as the Museum of Anthropology at the University of British Columbia, it still provides 

visitors with access to more of the collection than would typically be on display. Furthermore, 

the drawers offer opportunities to show visitors how a collection is used. For example, many of 

the displays, particularly those in the Gallery of Natural Sciences, give visitors an idea of what 

a comparative collection looks like and how it can function as a tool for learning about the 

natural sciences.

Second, a balance of preservation and access was achieved by first evaluating 

the value that the Discovery Drawers added to the visitor experience and then
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developing strategies to mitigate challenges to preservation. After several years of display, for 

example, OMCA staff worked with docents to identify challenges in visitor use while 

monitoring the displays and then adjusting mounting strategies to satisfactorily mitigate 

concerns over vibrations when using drawers as a visible storage strategy. In addition, a 

consistent strategy has been established by conservators to choose objects to rotate to rest after 

being on display for a time.

Third, gallery-based interdepartmental teams facilitate dialogue among museum staff to 

support the visitor experience while simultaneously providing a sufficient 

standard of care for objects while they are on display. Preparator staff maintain the galleries 

and make observations on objects that need attention. Conservators collaborate with 

mount-makers to create mounts that will safely support the objects. There is a system for 

gallery guides to notify the conservation group about objects that may need attention, 

integrating informal condition reporting into their other duties in the gallery. Experience 

developers were also able to determine that the drawers were indeed adding value to the visitor 

experience, and establish that the time, budget, and effort that was being allocated to their 

maintenance was effectively supporting the museum’s mission.

In sum, the Discovery Drawers at OMCA provide an example of visible storage that 

has been successfully maintained over several years of use. The solutions that the museum’s 

staff have found are adequately protecting the objects and preserving them for future 

generations while simultaneously adding value to the visitor experience for visitors today. In
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this way, the museum’s stewardship responsibilities and commitment to access are both being 

met through the Discovery Drawer displays.
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Chapter 9: Discussion

Vaults, crypts, hidden treasures: all of these words have been used in recent literature to 

describe museum collections and closed museum storage. As museums move to democratize 

and decolonize, strategies have been developed in order to reframe museum collections, and 

visible storage is one of those strategies.

As a display strategy, visible storage succeeds in providing increased access to museum 

collections, but it also poses unique challenges for preventive conservation. Upon examining 

the literature, a survey of museums in the Western region of the United States, and three case 

studies, several themes concerning visible storage as it is being implemented in museums today 

emeiged in this study: first, the design of visible storage is being reinterpreted but these visible 

storage displays all address the need to provide access to more of the museum's collection 

and/or educate the public about museum collections, their care, and their use; second, visible 

storage displays provide unique risks to preservation, but there are strategies available to 

mitigate those risks; and third, collaboration between departments or staff with varying 

expertise can produce these solutions.

The Design of Visible Storage is Being Actively Reinterpreted

While the first example of open storage at the Museum of Anthropology attempted to 

display nearly all of the museum’s collection in its galleries, subsequent examples have slightly
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modified this design while still displaying a greater percentage of the collection, increasing the 

transparency of collections storage, or educating the public about museum collections and their 

care and use. All of these factors were addressed in visible storage from its beginning and 

remain constant through new iterations of the design.

The case studies in this thesis are excellent examples of this practice. At the Magnes, 

the entire collection storage is on view, but not every object is on display. Instead, the stacked 

storage and compact storage are visible, and selected objects are displayed unwrapped near the 

front of the glass. This “window into storage” (Franklin 2019) has the advantage of protecting 

the objects in the collection from cumulative light damage and dust while also providing 

increased access to the museum’s collection for the public. Magnes staff reported visitor’s 

delight at seeing the museum staff work in the collection and noted how the visible storage 

display prompted visitors to ask questions about the museum’s collection—a curiosity which 

indicates that the display is an effective way to educate the public about the museum’s 

collection, its care, and its use.

Both the San Diego Museum of Art and the Oakland Museum of California opted to 

use drawers in their visible storage, another display technique that mitigates cumulative light 

damage and dust. Neither museum has all of their collection on view, but both use drawers to 

facilitate access to more of their collection than would typically be available to the public. 

Furthermore, interpretation in the galleries uses the drawers as an opportunity to educate the 

public about the museum’s collection and its use.
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At the San Diego Museum of Art, didactic panels communicate to visitors that the 

galleries in which museum visitors are about to enter are recreations of the museum’s storage 

area, which are not usually accessible to the public. The text goes on to explain the purpose 

behind the drawers is to show more of the collection than is typically on view. In particular, the 

line, “often curators cannot put everything on view that deserves to be displayed; some works 

of art are too fragile, too light-sensitive, or would not fit well with the other objects in a 

gallery,” describes the curation process and addresses preservation. In this way, the display is 

attempting to educate the public about the curation process and the care of the collection, while 

showing what the storage areas may look like and providing access to a large portion of their 

print collection (at least more than is typically on view).

Similarly, OMCA uses its Discovery Drawers to provide access to more of its 

collection than would typically be available in the galleries. Instead of focusing on one 

collection, like SDMA, OMCA has spread the Discovery Drawers throughout all three of its 

core galleries, spanning art, history, and natural science collections. In many displays, the 

drawers augment what is on view around them with supplemental material. In the Gallery of 

California Natural Sciences, interpretation in the drawers prompts visitors to engage with the 

collection in a way that shows how comparative science collections are used.

Furthermore, four visible storage galleries discussed in the literature review are similar 

departures from the visible storage design: The Henry R. Luce Center for American Art at the 

Metropolitan Museum of Art, the Luce Center at the New York Historical Society, The Visible
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Storage - Study Center at the Brooklyn Museum, and the Luce Foundation Center at the 

Smithsonian American Art Museum. Like SDMA, these visible storage displays do not attempt 

to display the entire collection of these institutions; instead, they focus on a particular 

collection or collections and strive to increase access to a greater percentage of museum 

objects than is typically shown in a traditional exhibit. In many cases, visitors are given the 

opportunity to learn from the collection in much the same way curators or researchers would.

All of these examples are slight modifications to the original visible storage design as 

pioneered by MOA; however, they all address access and transparency in their own way. What 

is more, they are able to engage visitors with the museum’s collection and prompt curiosity 

about the collection, how it is cared for, and how it is used. While some more recent versions 

depart from earlier designs, these concepts are consistently addressed across many iterations of 

visible storage today.

Visible Storage Displays Pose Unique Risks to Preservation

Museum professional standards and codes of ethics establish that the successful 

stewardship of a museum’s collection should consider ways in which the museum could be 

successful in both access and preservation because, as the AAM’s publication National 

Standards and Best Practices for American Museums states: “A museum’s collections are an 

important means of advancing its mission and serving the public” (Merritt 2018,46). This
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publication goes on to highlight that access, as defined in these standards, applies to both the 

present and future generations. In the literature review, it was established that in order to make 

this possible, access to current generations must be balanced against preventive conservation 

for future generations and vice versa: preventive conservation for future generations must be 

balanced against access for current generations. To illustrate this point, the following questions 

were asked: if a piece of art is locked in storage for fifty years, did the museum fulfill its 

responsibility to the current generation? What are the consequences for preservation for future 

generations if that piece of art is continually exhibited?

Collections care in visible storage displays must consider this delicate balance. While 

they provide greater access, there are risks to preservation that may be exacerbated by visible 

storage displays. Generally, standards for collections storage recommend it be isolated from 

other activity in the museum, have no windows, be privately accessed, and be centralized 

(MRM5 2010). Visible storage displays breaks from these guidelines and, therefore, may 

increase risks to the objects on display through cumulative light damage, dust accumulation, 

vibration, off-gassing, and the lack of rest periods.

At first glance, visible storage appears to go against many professional standards of 

care for museum collections. In many cases, the objects on display are neither packed away in 

boxes nor are they stored in closed store rooms away from light and dust; nevertheless, 

museums have reached many solutions by integrating visible storage into their galleries while 

mitigating risks to long-term preservation. As is evidenced by the case studies in this thesis,
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museums seeking to implement or maintain a visible storage display have options to mitigate 

risks associated with visible storage, especially those pertaining to light, vibrations, and 

off-gassing. These options vary based on any a given object, its materials, its condition, and the 

desired display technique. Through collaboration between staff members in various roles, 

sustainable solutions can be found that mitigate risks to preservation.

Collaboration Among A Range of Museum Departments Has Produced Strategies To Mitigate 
Risks

In order to mitigate the risks associated with visible storage displays, museum staff 

must work together to combine their expertise in order to determine the best display 

techniques, exhibit design, and maintenance protocols for their visible storage display. In many 

ways, these dynamics are already embedded in museum practice. As was discussed in the 

literature review, any exhibition requires the specialized skill of several departments and must 

be highly collaborative in order to be successful. Mitigations for visible storage displays can 

draw on existing museum practice for exhibiting artwork while taking into account special 

considerations that need to be made regarding light damage and dust accumulation, vibration, 

off-gassing, static, and rest periods for objects that are on display for extended periods of time.

Light Damage and Dust Accumulation: During any exhibit, objects are exposed to light and 

risk accumulating dust. Light damage poses a particular threat because it is cumulative and
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irreversible. It can fade pigments, cause yellowing and discoloration, and weaken materials. 

Additionally, it can heat objects to an improper temperature (MRM5 2010).

Visible storage compounds these risks; however, the design of visible storage can 

significantly reduce them. For example, it can be argued the Magnes’ design provides as much 

protection from light damage and dust accumulation as traditional closed storage. Moreover, in 

other visible storage displays, the use of drawers also mitigates these risks. Objects are 

completely protected from dust when museums use this strategy and their exposure to light is 

significantly reduced because they are only exposed when visitors are viewing them. At all 

other times, they are protected.

Vibration: While successfully mitigating risks associated with cumulative light damage and 

dust accumulation, drawers used in visible storage can present their own challenges: they have 

the potential to introduce vibrations as visitors open them and close them, thus jostling the 

objects and putting them at risk of abrasions and other damage. For this reason, the drawers 

that were installed in OMCA and SDMA were constructed to move as smoothly on their tracks 

as possible, and SDMA continued to work with contractors who fabricated and installed their 

drawers by having them return to adjust the tracks after they discovered that some of the 

drawers were sticking. Once adjusted, the vibration caused by the sticking drawers was 

diminished.
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There are a number of techniques available to reduce threats to conservation that are 

posed by vibrations, such as abrasions, while objects are on display in drawers. OMCA is an 

excellent example of this practice. After identifying problem areas through monitoring, 

conservators and mountmakers created solutions that would safely support the objects as 

visitors opened and closed the drawers. Display techniques included brass mounts made from 

flat blanks, carved ethafoam cavities, and carved ethafoam bumpers. To further prevent 

slippage, additional support was created from Volara or suede lining and/or objects were 

secured to the drawer decks using cotton embroidery thread or straps fashioned from 

heat-shrink tubing. All of these strategies could be replicated in visible storage displays that 

utilize drawers and the appropriate techniques can be determined through careful observation 

and an assessment of which mounting strategies would best suit the object based on the 

materials that it is made from, its weight and balance, its condition, and any inherent vice that 

may pose risks to conservation.

Off-gassing: While plywood and medium-density fibreboard is commonly used to construct 

exhibit furniture in rotating displays and exhibits, museums installing open storage displays 

must take greater care to use materials that prevent off-gassing and take into account that the 

objects will be displayed for an extended period of time. In many cases, metal is used instead 

of wood, following recommendations for materials used in closed storage as outlined by the 

National Parks Service Museum Handbook (NPS 2012; 7.12). In this way, materials used in
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visible storage displays blend techniques for safely storing objects in closed storage with 

display techniques used in traditional rotating exhibits.

When other materials are introduced in a closed cabinet or drawer, they should be inert 

in order to prevent off-gassing, which could harm objects in close proximity. In developing 

mounts that reduce vibration in their Discovery Drawers, OMCA ensured all of the materials in 

the interior of the drawers were Oddy tested to ensure they would not create environmental 

conditions in the drawers that would alter the objects over the course of their extended time on 

display. Furthermore, drawer decks were encased in MarvelSeal barrier film in order to prevent 

off-gassing in the drawers.

Static: Static buildup can be a problem when protecting works in closed cases with plexiglass. 

Sometimes, as with the prints in SDMA’s visible vaults, static electricity can cause works on 

paper to lift up from the decks of the drawers in visible storage displays. SDMA was able to 

solve this problem by cleaning the plexiglass with Brillianize or a damp cloth.

Rotation: While visible storage was originally conceived of as exhibiting objects nonstop, all 

three of the museums in these case studies have a system in place for rotating objects and 

allowing them a period of rest. The objects chosen to be rotated out and the amount of time 

they rest are determined based on the objects’ composition, condition, and the time they have 

been on display to date. While this means the entire collection is not on view at any given time,
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it does allow museum staff to mitigate risks to preservation that are posed by extended display 

times and greatly mitigates the effects of cumulative light damage, vibration, and 

temperature/relative humidity fluctuations over time. Furthermore, while the objects are 

resting, museums have the opportunity to install other objects the public has not seen for a 

while in their place.

In order to identify these risks and apply the appropriate mitigations, expertise from 

staff members from different departments is needed, and the case studies in this thesis serve as 

good examples. Both OMCA and SDMA rely on preparators and gallery staff to monitor the 

condition of the displays and the objects while completing other routine duties and the 

Magnes’ integrates the collections tasks into the curation and display of the objects that are on 

view in its visible storage. Observations from these steps can then identify potential risks to 

objects on display in visible storage.

Following these observations, registrars, conservators, and mount-makers can take 

steps to find solutions. At OMCA, conservators and mount-makers worked together to create 

mounts that would properly support baleen in the drawers. At SDMA plexiglass was cleaned 

with Brillianize or a damp cloth in order to reduce static electricity causing the works on paper 

to lift up from the deck of the drawers. Finally, OMCA used the expertise of its Experience 

Developers in order to collect feedback that confirmed the drawers were indeed adding value 

to the visitor experience before taking the time and resources to mitigate risks to preservation
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that were posed by the drawers. Through this collaboration, solutions satisfactorily mitigated 

risks associated with visible storage.

Conclusion

Overall, visible storage, in its many iterations, provides greater access to museum 

collections. Even if it does not display an entire museum’s collection, it differs from traditional 

exhibits and displays because it provides access to a greater percent of the museum’s collection 

than is typically on view and does so continuously, during regular opening horn's. At the same 

time, these displays educate the public on the collection and how it is cared for and used.

While some of the more recent visible storage displays depart from earlier designs, these 

concepts are constant throughout.

Visible storage does pose some risks to preservation, but museums seeking to 

implement or maintain a visible storage display today have options to mitigate those risks. 

These options vary based on any a given object, its materials, its condition, and the desired 

display technique. With the appropriate design, objects on display can be preserved while 

being accessible as part of a visible storage display. Furthermore, these mitigations can best be 

achieved through collaboration across departments and by integrating preservation tasks into 

other projects.
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Chapter 9: Conclusion and Recommendations

In the previous chapter, several themes that emerged in this study were discussed. In 

this chapter, three conclusions about visible storage in museums today are presented: first, 

visible storage continues to democratize museums; next, ongoing evaluation of visible storage 

is necessary; and last, increased access can be balanced with preservation when museums use 

visible storage. Following this discussion, three recommendations concerning the use of the 

visible storage in museums today are presented.

Conclusions

Democratization: First, visible storage continues to democratize museums. It greatly increases 

the amount of objects in the collection that are available for all members of the general public 

to view during regular opening hours. This transparency is essential to democratization; 

however, visitor studies suggest that some iterations of visible storage that favor a completely 

unmediated approach to the interpretation make it difficult for visitors to understand what they 

are viewing. As a result, the best intentions of the theory behind the democratic value of an 

uninterpreted gallery filled with hundreds of objects actually proves to be less accessible to the 

general public, not more accessible.

Overall, visible storage is a highly democratic way to view the collection; however, 

steps must be taken to address other issues facing museums concerning access. These steps 

include questions about who is able to access the museum, who feels welcome and comfortable
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in the museum, and who is represented in the museum by the stories that are being presented 

and by the people who are presenting those stories. Museums today must consider how to 

ameliorate economic and physical barriers to access, how to begin a process of decolonization, 

and how to make their spaces more inclusive. As described by the director of the Museum of 

Anthropology at the University of British Columbia, visible storage is just one of the tools 

museums can use when tackling these issues; however, when integrated with ongoing 

evaluation, as outlined below, there is no reason why visible storage cannot emerge as one of 

the most potent tools in efforts to make the museum a more inclusive space.

Evaluation: As mentioned above, visitor studies suggest that some iterations of visible storage 

make it difficult for visitors to understand what they are viewing, therefore making some 

approaches to visible storage less, not more, accessible to the general public.

This data is an excellent example of how visitor evaluation can occasionally produce 

results that test and refine theory. It emphasizes how essential evaluation is to museum practice 

as a tool to create vital connections between museum practice and the communities that 

museums serve. In this case, the heart of the issue is related to problems associated with 

authority and knowledge; however, it may be that a lack of interpretation is not the solution in 

this case. Layered interpretation, where visitors are given choices about how much information 

they receive on a given object or exhibition and the ways in which they access that 

information, may help (Orcutt 2011). Additionally, interpretive strategies that favor
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constructivist learning and interactivity may help to shift the power away from curators, and 

instead can create a partnership between the visitor and the museum in the learning experience. 

Finally, a museum’s willingness to evaluate its commitment to representation in the stories it 

presents and in the people who are presenting those stories (museum staff) will also aid in the 

democratization of museum practices, for visible storage and beyond.

Balancing Preservation with Increased Access: Finally, both preservation and access are 

strengthened when museums use visible storage because this display technique forces museum 

personnel to rethink their assumptions, approaches, and practices. As a result, museums are 

using visible storage to find new ways to balance access and preservation.

Museums with collections are constantly negotiating their stewardship responsibilities 

as they relate to both preservation and access. Visible storage pushes the boundaries of current 

museum practice on both counts: it substantially increases access to objects, but it also has the 

potential to expose them to greater risks to their long-term preservation than if they were 

packed away in closed storage. Nevertheless, museums have strategies available to them to 

mitigate the risks associated with visible storage so they can take advantage of the 

opportunities that this display strategy offers. In the process, the museum’s approach to 

preservation and access becomes more self-reflective and integrated, and therefore, its efforts 

in both areas are strengthened.
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Recommendations

In order to execute visible storage as a strategy in a twenty-first century setting, what 

are the practical steps that a museum needs to take today? The case studies in this thesis 

showed how museums are reinterpreting visible storage to balance the need to increase access 

to their collections while simultaneously developing strategies to mitigate those risks through 

collaboration across departments. This troubleshooting is an iterative process and is an 

excellent example of how the enactment of museum ethics can be found in the day-to-day 

operations of the museum. But what other steps can museums take to adapt visible storage to 

their needs and develop the most effective version of this display strategy?

Research: First, more research on visible storage should be conducted and shared. Additional 

studies could help establish emerging best practices or standards and would also serve to 

circulate information about how to successfully install, maintain, interpret, and evaluate these 

displays.

Through a web survey, this study found that while visible storage is not widespread, it 

appears to be growing. In the Western region of the United States alone, six museums have 

opened visible storage displays in the past several years or have forthcoming visible storage 

displays. The outlook on visible storage as a tool to increase access appears promising, but, not 

many museums have tried it. This may be, in part, because visible storage displays are 

perceived to pose greater risks to objects in the collection. Therefore, studies that assess and
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outline how to mitigate these risks could encourage more museums to try using these displays. 

If museums with existing visible storage made information about what they have learned from 

their experience with visible storage at conferences, through reports, or through published 

articles, other museums might be encouraged to develop the display strategy.

Another factor may be that the initial cost of installing a visible storage display may be 

prohibitive. For example, the renewal of the visible storage gallery at the Museum of 

Anthropology in British Columbia took six years to complete and cost $55.5 million dollars. 

Even updates can cost a considerable amount, especially if technology plays a significant role 

in interpretation. This was the case for the Met’s Luce Center visible storage, which received a 

$1 million dollar update in 2007 (Young 2014). Nevertheless, the four Luce Centers discussed 

in the literature review show that the increased access that visible storage centers provide can 

also attract potential donors.

Evaluation: The considerable cost of installation and maintenance leads to the second 

recommendation of this study: that museums conduct ongoing evaluation to determine whether 

the visible storage is adding value to the visitor experience and to ensure museums are 

implementing it effectively. Feedback received through both informal and formal evaluation 

suggests visible storage can succeed as a tool for both democratization and to engage visitors 

in the use and care of the collection. Moreover, museums considering visible storage should 

develop and maintain it in consultation with their community because each museum and each
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collection will be different. For example, the Museum of Anthropology at the University of 

British Columbia identified some objects that descent communities felt should not be 

exhibited. In another case, the Oakland Museum of California used evaluation to determine 

whether their Discovery Drawers were adding value to the visitor experience before using 

further resources to revamp some of the display. These kinds of community assessments are 

invaluable for involving visitors in collections access, for enhancing learning, and for ensuring 

the overall effectiveness of museum displays.

Monitoring: Finally, in order to implement strategies to mitigate preservation risks, ongoing 

monitoring of object condition is essential in visible storage displays. This task can be daunting 

because the number of objects on display are significantly increased from traditional displays; 

nevertheless, it is possible to integrate the monitoring of object conditions into other tasks and 

projects in order to make the task more manageable. Staff that are in the galleries often, such as 

preparators and gallery guides, can help monitor object condition and report to conservators, 

registrars, or collections managers when there are issues with object conditions. In the case 

study on OMCA in this thesis, museum staff reported that creating a centralized form for 

preparators and gallery guides to report this information helped to get the information to 

conservators quickly, a solution which is both effective, cost-efficient, and easily replicated in 

other museums. Careful planning, clear interdepartmental communication, and a set of 

procedures to address object condition will go a long way towards ensuring preservation risks
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are mitigated, but these will not happen unless the monitoring of objects takes place in ways 

that recognize preservation is a concern of all who work in the museum.

Closing Remarks

As institutions that act as stewards of their collections on behalf of the public, museums 

have responsibilities towards both the care of the objects in their collection and the access that 

they provide to those collections for the public. As the American Alliance of Museums 

outlines:

Effective collections stewardship ensures that the museum owns, borrows, holds in its 
custody and/or uses are available and accessible to present and future generations. A 
museum’s collections are an important means of advancing its mission and serving the 
public (Merritt 2018,46).

In light of this statement, visible storage is not so far away from the fundamental ethics guiding 

the museum profession today. To be sure, visible storage pushes the boundaries on current 

museum practice; nevertheless, the principles on which it rests are the same principles which 

guide museum practice today. This is evidenced by museums with visible storage that are 

finding creative solutions to ensure that with increased access, preventive conservation efforts 

are being elevated as well. In this way, visible storage can be successful as a tool to 

democratize collections and to make “public institutions more public,” as noted in Bohlen
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(2001), and can even strengthen museum practice as it relates to the intersection of preventive 

conservation and display.

While the original model may not be cost-effective for all museums, the museums in 

this case study have shown that visible storage displays are being reinterpreted and may not 

beyond the reach of even smaller museums. Even something as simple as a well-planned and 

well-designed single display drawer with rotating offerings from the collection could enhance 

learning while ensuring objects are safe. Through community consultation and evaluation, 

more museums could develop their own version of visible storage and provide increased access 

to their collection. Finally, there is perhaps no more effective way for the average visitor to 

experience the scope and range of collections housed in larger museums than through visible 

storage that has been developed through consideration for both the accessibility and safety of 

the collection according to museum professional standards and best practices.
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Appendix 1: Web Survey of Bav Area Museums



Nam* of Institution Institution's Web Page
Open
stor*^? Source

Mention of VlalWe 
Storage on Exhibitions 
Page?

Term used by Institution 
for open storage Links

"Visible
Storage”

"Open 
Store go" "Drawers" "Window”

"Study
Storage* Notes

Contemporary Jewish 
Museum httosiZ/thecim.oro/ No

Informal Web 
Survey and site visit _ . .

Asian Art Museum of San 
Francisco httc^vs(^Mianarl-.9ra/ No

Informal Web 
Survey . .

Hits bring back unrelated Google 
search Hems.

San Francisco Museum of 
Modem Art httns://www. afmomu artfl No

Informal Web 
Survey and site visit . . _ . Hits favor the online catalogue.

Museum of the African 
Diaspora __________ _ No

Informal Web 
Survey and site visit . .

Legion of Honor Mlos I! ww.famsf.oru/ No
Informal Web 
Survey and site visit _ No search function on website.

De Young Museum https://devouno.famsf.oro/ No
Informal Web 
Survey and site visit . . No search function on website.

Museum of Craft and 
Design No

Informal Web 
Survey . No search function on website.

Watt Disney Family 
Museum httDs^/www .walldianav^ofg No

Informal Web 
Survey and site visit .

SF Camerawork
h2p^«yjif$amfirawQds.
ora/ No

Informal Web 
Survey end she visit

No search function on website. Pve 
visited and there Is no open 
storage to my knowledge.

McE w y  Foundation for the 
Arts

httasJ/mw.mBfyayaitiu
org/ No

Informal Web 
Survey . . No search function on website.

Children's Creativity 
Museum No

Informal Web 
Survey . . L

Global Museum - Sen 
Francisco State University http://muaeum.sfgu.edu/ No.

Informal Web 
Survey and site visit . . _

SFO Museum
httP5^/www,fly»fo.
com/museum No.

Informal Web 
Survey _ _

Search function is connected to 
SFO.

Octagon House

https ://nacda-ca.

g n g  WD..cron 15499351

414778947830200195312
5 No.

Informal Web 
Survey

GLBT Historical Society 
Musem and Archives hteMMW.olblhistorYJirs/ No.

Informal Web 
Survey . _ . _ . .

San Francisco Maritime 
National Historical Park

https://www.noa.
gpyisaft/indffiLhtm No.

Informal Web 
Survey

Collections pege shows that there 
is access to the collection available 
by appointment.

https://www.nps.
gov/safrAeem/hlstorycutture/resear
ch-center.htm

Society of California 
Pioneers

https://www.
«lifcmiaafrn«Mi.praf No.

Informal Web 
Survey No exhibitions page. .

No search function on the web 
page.

Museum of Russian 
Culture httD^www.mrosf-oro/hofna/ No.

Informal Web 
Survey No exhibitions page. . I

No search function on the web 
pega-

Wells Fargo History 
Museum - San Francisco

https://www.
wellstaraohlstory.

franclaco/ No.
Informal Web 
Survey No exhibitions page.

Exploratorlum
httos^/www.axploratorium.
qM No.

Informal Web 
Survey and site visit No exhibitions page. . _

Museum of Vision
https://www.aao.
Qia/musaum.'fifTSdslQn No.

Informal Web 
Survey No exhibitions pege.

Search function connected to the 
American Academy of 
Opthamotogy.

American Bookbinders 
Museum

httos:
No

Informal Web 
Survey No search function.

Phoebe Apperson Hearst 
Museum of Anthropology

httpsiftwaritmuifium.
berkelev.edu/ No.

Informal Web 
Survey .

No search funtion on the web 
page.

Berkeley Art Museum and 
Pacific Rim Archive No.

Informal Web 
Survey

Berkeley Art Center
http^/www.
berkeleyaftcenter.org/ No.

Informal Web 
Survey

No search funtion on the web 
page.

The Magnes Collection of 
Jewish Art and Life

hto^Maflae&terKatey.
Yes.

Site visit and 
Informal Web 
Survey.

"open collections storage* 
"visible collections storage* new-maqnes X X

Aftol Archive of Curious 
Scents

httMtfwww.aftoiler,
No.

Informal Web 
Survey . . .

Bonsai Garden at Lake 
Merritt com/ No.

Informal Web 
Survey - . . . .

https://devouno.famsf.oro/
http://muaeum.sfgu.edu/
https://www.noa
https://www.nps
https://www
http://www.mrosf-oro/hofna/
https://www
http://www.axploratorium
https://www.aao
http://www.aftoiler


Nam* of Institution Institution's Web Page
Open
Storage? Source

Mention of Visible 
Storage on ExhlbHlone 
Page?

Term ueed by inetttution 
for open storage Links

“Visible
Storage"

“Open
Storage* "Drawers" "Window"

“Study
Storags" Notes

Oakland Museum of 
California Yes. Site visit "Discovery Drawers’

No hits on web pege. Because 1 
had visited the museum and 
already knew of the drawers, 1 
found the Information through a 
Google search when 1 didn't get 
any hita on the web alto.

Cbabot Space and Science 
Center httos^/chabotsoace.om/ No.

Informal Web 
Survey . .

Foeter Art end WHdemess 
Foundation httDS^Avww.thefoBter.oro/ No.

Informal Web 
Survey .

No search fontion on the web 
page.

Stanford Archaeology 
Center Stanford edu/ No.

Informal Web 
Survey . .

Favors hits from the Stanford 
Archaeology deportment.

Center Arts Center
htitwi/mMfeum.stanford.

No.
Informal Web 
Survey .

Pelo Alto Junior Museum 
end Zoo

Mtp.a^/wyw-cttyafBaJoato,

M,asp No.
Irtformel Web 
Survey

Search connected to the city of 
Palo Alto web alto.

Computer History Museum
htteaififtMfw*

No.
Informal Web 
Survey

httpa:/Awww. 
computerhlatory. 
orgMeiWeetorage/1970a- 
1990s/workitartions-and- 
personal-computers/

https://www.
computerhlstory.
org/atchm/chme-eilver-
Hning-playbook-how-to-
beneftt-frem-delays/ X X

"Virtual visual storage" but it's 
actually an online collections

"Discovery drawers" mentioned In 
e post about developing exhibits, 
but the goals weren't about access 
to the collections. It sounds like an 
educational activity.

Vallejo Nevel end Historical 
Museum No.

Informal Web 
Survey .

dIRosa hlto://www.dlroBaart.ora/ No.
Informal Web 
Survey . . No aeerch function on web page.

Petaluma Museum 
Association No.

Informal Web 
Survey .

Peninsuie Museum of Art
hStoJimm,

No.
Informal Web 
Survey . . No search function on web pege.

Johnston House 
Foundation Inc

httpV/wwwiphnstonhouso.
oral No.

Informel Web 
Survey . No search function on web pege.

Sanchez Adobe Historical 
Site

http;//YMw.hi#tory«mc.
arg/maln,Bhp.?
pasie.',.sanc*iK No.

Informel Web 
Survey No aeerch function on web page.

San Mateo County 
Historical Association h te ^ tto r M £ M a l No

Informal Web 
Survey .

Filoli Center No.
Site visit and 
Informal web survey. . .

Woodaide Store

htto /̂www.histofvsmc.
ora/main.DhD?
Daae=wood&ide No.

Informal Web 
Survey

https://www
http://www.dlroBaart.ora/
http://www.histofvsmc
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Appendix 2: Web Survey of Western Museums Association Institutional Members











Name of Institution Inatltutlon'a Web Pegs Open Storage? Soma
Term used by InstHutlon 
for open storage Links

Mention of 
VMMa Storaga 
on Exhibitions 

Pago? !
i

"Open Storaga” "Drawer*" "Window" "Study Storaga’

University of Washington 
Museology Graduate 
Program «du No Informal wab survey

N/A (musaum 
studies program, 

not a muaaum) X

The hit for "visible storaga* waa a 
musaum studies thesis. Search 
function la connected to the entire 
U of Washington site. The Burke 
Musaum Is on the University of 
Washington campus but Isn't part 
of the Muaaum Studies program. 
Sea aaparata entry for the Burke 
Muaaum.

Utah DtvWon of Aria and 
Museuma mu—urns tSah-oov No Informal web survey
Utah Mueeum of Fine Arts umfs.utah.sdu No Informal wab survey -

vacavMa musautn
hVooJ/wm,

No Informal wab survey
Washington Stats 
Historical Sodaty www vwwhlntitonhlrinrv nro No Informal wab survey
Whatcom Muaaum No Informal wab survey

Wilbur D. May Muaaum No Informal wab survey
Search function la connected to 
the entire Waahoa County NV site.
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Appendix 3: “See Through the Burke” Promotional Brochure





THE NEW BURKE ©Burke
M U S E U M

W hat if you could see through the walls of a museum—
and discover all that's been hiding behind them?

You can...at the New Burke.

The New Burke will be a flagship museum of natural history and culture that 
4 gives everyone in our community a chance to explore the life around us and 

see the world— see our past, see our future— with new eyes. We're removing 
the barriers that separate people from the Burke's collections and the insights 
they hold— opening not just our doors, but our walls to  the entire community.

Come see through the Burke, and discover the life before you.

Washington State M useum o f  
N atural H istory and Culture

newburke.org Anna O'Donnell, Development Director 
acfrey@uw.edu | 206.543.9539 j OPENING 2019

U W  Campus, Seattle

mailto:acfrey@uw.edu


Ethics, Standards, 
and Professional 
Practices
IN THIS SECTION

Ethics

Core Standards for Museums 

Core Documents

togm A,

About Museum* »  Jofr *rx» Gfv« ▼ About AAM *

Core Standards for Museums
Cora Standard* for Museums (formerly called the Characteristics ol Excellence) art the umbrella *landards 
for eB museums that are developed through inclusive field-wide dtaiogue. They are not prescriptive or howto 
but broad, outcome-oriented statements that ere adaptable end expected of museums of ail types end sizes, 
with each museum fulfilling them in differ art waye bated on its cfcaclpiine, type, budget, governance structura, 
and other unique circumstances. Core Standards are issued by AAM, in collaboration with the mein discipline- 
specific museum associations that concur the standards are applicable to museums of aKtypes and 
disciplines.

The Core Standards are grouped into the following categories: Public Trust and Accountability, Mission A 
Plmnmg. Leadership end Organizational Structure, Collections Stewardship, Education and Interpretation. 
Financial Suability, and FaciMtlea and Risk Management.

Public Trust and Accountability
• The museum t* a good steward of its resources held In the public trust

• The museum identifies the communities It serves, end mefcea appropriate decisions In how H serves 
them

• Regardless of its sstftdenttfied communities, the museum strives to be a good neighbor in its geographic 
area

• The museum strives to be inclusive and offers opportunities for diverse participation.

• The museum assarts its public service role and places education st the center of that role

« The museum dsmonstrstss s commitment to providing the public with physical and inteliectuel access 
to the muaeum and ha resources.

• The museum is committed to public accountabiity and is transparent in ita mission and its operations.

• The muaeum complies with local, state, and federal laws, codes, and regulationa applcable to its 
facilities, operations, and administration

A
ppendix 

4: Am
erican 

Alliance 
of M

useum
s “Core 

Standards for M
useum

s” Web 
Page
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Mission and Planning
• The museum has a clear understanding of its mission and communicates why it exists and who benefits 

as a result of its efforts.

• All aspects of the museums operations are integrated and focused on meeting its mission.

• The museum's governing authority and staff think and act strategically to acquire, develop, and allocate 
resources to advance the mission of the museum.

• The museum engages in ongoing and reflective institutional planning that includes involvement of its 
audiences and community

• The museum establishes measures of success and uses them to evaluate and adjust its activities.

Read all of the Mission and Planning standards and professional practices

Leadership and Organizational Structure
• The governance, staff and volunteer structures and processes effectively advance the museum’s mission.

• The governing authority, staff and volunteers have a clear and shared understanding of their roles and 
responsibilities.

• The governing authority, staff, and volunteers legally ethically, and effectively carry out their 
responsibilities.

• The composition, qualifications, and diversity of the museum's leadership, staff, and volunteers enable it 
to cany out the museum's mission and goals.

• There is a dear and formal division of responsibilities between the governing authority and any group 
that supports the museum, whether separately incorporated or operating within the museum or its parent 
organization.

Read all of the Leadership and Organizational Structure standards and professional practices
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Collections Stewardship
• The museum owns, exhibits, or uses collections that are appropriate to its mission.

• The museum legally, ethically, and effectively manages, documents, cares for, and uses the collections.

• The museum's collections-related research is conducted according to appropriate scholarly standards.

• The museum strategically plans for the use and development of its collections.

• Guided by its mission, the museum provides public access to its collections while ensuring their 
preservation.

Read all of the Collections Stewardship standards and professional practices

Education and Interpretation
• The museum clearly states its overall educational goals, philosophy, and messages, and demonstrates 

that its activities are in alignment with them.

• The museum understands the characteristics and needs of its existing and potential audiences and uses 
this understanding to inform its interpretation.

• The museum's interpretive content is based on appropriate research.

• Museums conducting primary research do so according to scholarly standards.

• The museum uses techniques, technologies, and methods appropriate to its educational goals, content, 
audiences, and resources.

• The museum presents accurate and appropriate content for each of its audiences.

• The museum demonstrates consistent high quality in its interpretive activities.

• The museum assesses the effectiveness of its interpretive activities and uses those results to plan and 
improve its activities.

Read all of the Education and Interpretation standards and professional practices
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Financial Stability
• The museum legally, ethically, and responsibly acquires, manages, and allocates Its financial resources in 

a way that advances its mission.

• The museum operates in a fiscally responsible manner that promotes its longterm sustainability.

Read all of the Financial Stability standards and professional practices

Facilities and Risk Management
• The museum allocates its space and uses its facilities to meet the needs of the collections, audience, 

and staff.

• The museum has appropriate measures to ensure the safety and security of people, its collections 
and/or objects, and the facilities it owns or uses.

• The museum has an effective program for the care and longterm maintenance of its facilities.

• The museum is dean and well-maintained, and provides for the visitors' needs.

• The museum takes appropriate measures to protect itself against potential risk and loss.

Read all of the Fadlities and Risk Management standards and professional practices
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Appendix 5: American Alliance of Museums “Find a Member Museum” Web Page

Use our member directory to find a museum in your dty or start planning your vacation. You can search by a single field or multiple fields.

The American Alliance of Museums doesn’t have a reciprocal program or a formal agreement with any museum regarding admission. 
Some members provide free or discounted admission to other AAM members as a professional courtesy, others do not and are under no 
obligation to do so. It is best to check with the museum that you are interested in visiting.

Incorrect information for a museum? Contact our membership staff.
If you are staff of a member museum, you can update information in the organizational tab of your online profile.

Search by Museum

Museum Name 

Museum Acronym

Search by Location

Y f American 
Alliancc off i f J AU,ance 0 

/ / /  Museums Events Resources Membership

Find a Member Museum

City

State
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The Dilemma: Seeing Versus Saving
We need light in order to see collections, but light damages some objects. In terms of risk 

management trade-offs, we must make a decision that minimizes the loss of value due to 

poor visual access and the loss of value due to permanent damage. In terms of ethics and 

visual access, we must balance the rights of our own generation with the rights of all 
future generations. In terms of practical reality, we must generalize across a multitude of 
such decisions because objects differ in both their sensitivity to light and their visibility. In 

addition, display spaces in many museums depend on highly variable and poorly 

controlled lighting. This section examines the components of these decisions and offers 

some summary guidelines. However, the painful dilemma never disappears — seeing 

collections well today, and seeing them "well" in the future.

Quantifying Light, UV, and IR
Light Does Not "Contain" Ultraviolet and Infrared
In the museum business, one often hears the expression "the light contains ultraviolet 
and infrared." This is incorrect and will lead to unnecessary confusion in practical 
discussions of museum lighting. Light, by definition, is the band of radiation to which our 
eye is sensitive. Ultraviolet radiation CUV) and infrared radiation (IR) are not visible. They 

are the bands of radiation on either side of the visible band (ultra means beyond, infra 

means below). Informally, the term radiation is dropped. We usually speak of ultraviolet 
and infrared, or simply of UV and IR. Ultraviolet and infrared are not necessary for seeing 

(except in rare cases of UV fluorescent colours); therefore, they are not part of the 

dilemma between seeing and damaging, they are simply damaging.

It is correct, however, to state that some light sources emit ultraviolet and infrared, or that 
museum lighting may cause UV and IR deterioration
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The Radiation Spectrum
Figure 1 plots the adjacent bands of UV, light, and IR on the conventional scale of 
wavelength (in nanometers -  nm). The reciprocal scale for photon energy is also shown (in 
electron Volts -  eV) to show how photon energy climbs rapidly in the direction of the UV 

band.

Figure 1. Radiation emitted by various light sources and the bands blocked by various UV filters.

Radiation bands emitted by various light sources are shown by light grey bands. Bands of 
radiation blocked by some filters are shown as dark grey bands. Convention assigns the 

boundary between UV and light at 400 nm, but slight perception begins at 380 nm. This 

boundary of 380 nm is often used by the window industry in rating the UV characteristics 

of glazing.

The different types of damage typical of UV, light, and IR result from their different 
photon energies. The photochemistry that underlies much of the disintegration of 
materials and production of yellow by-products typical of UV exposure requires energies 

greater than about 3 eV, whereas the photochemistry typical of colourant fading, as well 
as the operation of our retina, occurs in a range between about 2 eV and 3 eV We are 
fated, in fact, to see in the same band as that which causes sensitive colourants to fade, 
given the related photochemical phenomena. Infrared photons are not energetic enough 
to initiate any of the forms of photochemistry driven by UV or light, so their effect is 
simply a heating of the surfaces that absorb them.
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Measuring Light and its Exposure
The technical term for the amount of light falling on a surface is "illuminance," but 

informal phrases such as "light intensity" or "lux level" are used in the museum literature. 

The unit is lux (both singular and plural). Old light meters may still use the imperial unit 

"foot candles." Their readings can be converted to lux by multiplying them by 10 (10.76 

precisely). Many companies make light meters, also called lux meters. Some of these 

meters are especially designed for museums so that they include UV and even RH and 

temperature measurement.

Figure 2 plots various situations and their .lux levels across the vast range of the human 

eye, from moonlight to sunlight

camSeatone museum modem near shade ft* sun 
display office windows outdoors beam

ft#  cotour vision

0.01 0,1 1 10 I 100 I 1,000
50 300

Logarithmic scale of Hgnt intensity (lux)

Figure 2. Various lighting situations and the transition from colour vision to night vision, plotted on the

lux scale.

Our eye changes from night vision (scotopic) to colour vision (photopic), with a mixed 

range (mesopic) between. Rate of light damage is proportional to intensity; therefore, it 

increases 10 million times from moonlight to sunlight, and 1,000 times from good 

museum levels to sunlight.

The total exposure or dose of light on a surface is the product of light intensity (lux) and 

time (hours). In museums, the practical unit is millions of lux hours, abbreviated Mix h, 
and pronounced "mega .lux hours."
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Measuring UV and its Exposure
Rather than measure the intensity of UV directly, the convention in museums has been to 

measure it relative to the intensity of the light, in units of microwatts (of UV) per lumen (of 
light), abbreviated pW/lm. This ratio is much more useful than the direct measure of UV 

when characterizing light sources in a museum and characterizing the benefits of any UV 

filters on these sources. Various companies make UV meters for museums

Although some authors have suggested doing so, it has not been conventional to 

measure UV exposure in museums. One can express it if needed as a combination of the 

light exposure in Mix h and the UV (ratio) in pW/lm, as will be done later in Table 5, 
Sensitivity to UV.

Measuring IR
There are no museum conventions or common instruments for measuring IR because it is 

not nearly as important as UV or light to collection damage. To make a simple instrument 
for measuring the heating potential of IR from a light source, paint the bulb of an ordinary 

outdoor glass thermometer with a matte black paint. Place the bulb in the light beam 

near the object and wait until the temperature stops rising (several minutes). To see if the 

temperature rise is a problem, refer to the section on Incorrect temperature. As a 

common-sense alternative estimate, place your hand in the light beam (at the point it 
might strike artifacts) and use a piece of cardboard to alternately illuminate and shade 

your palm. If  you feel a noticeable warming due to the light, then those artifacts identified 

as sensitive to "temperature too high” in the section on Incorrect temperature will be at 
risk.
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How Much Light Do We Need to See?
The Benchmark is 50 .lux
When guidelines for museum lighting were first explored 60 years ago, colour science had 

established that 50 Jux was enough to ensure that the human eye was operating well 
within the range of full colour vision (consult Figure 2); therefore, conservation adopted it 
as the benchmark level for museums. Since then, however, the public has voiced 
complaints about low light levels in museums. Although our responsibility for the future 

viewer will always force us to use low light levels for some objects, it is useful to 

understand the validity of the statement "I cannot see the objects."

A more precise description of our ability to see at 50 Jux emerged in the 1980s, centred 

not simply on whether we could discriminate differences between patches of colour, but 
whether we could see the tiny details of an object. It emerged that a young person (age 

25) viewing a moderately light-coloured object, with a moderate degree of detail, in a 

moderately complex pattern, in a reasonable period of time, will see all the details almost 
as well at 50 lux as they will in full sunshine. Unfortunately, they will not see those details 

as well as they can in sunshine if the object is dark, if the details are very fine, or if the 
pattern one is looking for within the details is subtle, and the viewing time is limited. Even 

more unfortunately, someone older (age 65) will need several times as much light to see 
as well as the youth, even with all necessary optical corrections such as glasses. Recent 
research has shown that even our ability to discriminate large patches of colour falters as 

we age.
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Adjustments for Everyone to See Better

It is obvious to us ail that we see tiny details much better in brighter light, especially if the 

object is dark, or the details very "soft” (I.e. low contrast), or when one is searching for 

subtle patterns in these details such as in an etching on handmade paper versus a good 

facsimile on machine-made paper. Our ability to see objects as real, genuine, and 

authentic, resides in our ability to see such details. One cannot imagine an institution 

more devoted to people "seeing the real thing" than a museum; hence, the complaints 

when they cannot The question becomes: how much visibility of the real thing should a 

museum provide, given the steep cost to the lifetime of the objects? And how much more 

light does this increased visibility require?

A combination of the above factors: multiply the factors; therefore, u p t o 3 * 3 * 3 x 3 x  
50 Ju& for a total of up to -4 ,000 lyx for an old person looking for subtle patterns in fine 
detail in a dark object.

I f  we use the 50 Jyx benchmark, Table 1 summarizes some simple (and conservative) rules 

for adjusting visibility for different objects. For a technical summary of the research 

underlying these adjustments for visibility and the original sources, consult Michalski 

1997.

Table 1 does not imply that a museum must make these adjustments, it simply describes 

the adjustments necessary to maintain good object visibility across various situations. 
Whether or not one adopts any of these adjustments for visibility depends on the balance 

with the preservation issues raised in the later sections on deterioration by light and UV. 

This balance forms the subject of the final section on "Control Strategies.”

Adjustments for Older Viewers to See Equally Well

Our visual system is not so much a still camera as a video camera connected to a complex 

and dynamic processor. As we age, not only do the lenses in our eyes yellow and 

fluoresce, but more stray light is created from internal scattering, cones and rods 

decrease in number, and the neural processing deteriorates. This is above and beyond the

Table 1. Adjustments to provide equal visibility of details.
Details Adjustments

50 luxBenchmark value, reasonable visibility for young viewer: 
For dark surfaces:
For low contrast details:
For very fine details or complex time-limited task:
For older viewers:

Up to 3 times thejux  

Up to 3 times thejM * 

Up to 3 times the jy *  

Up to 3 times the Jy&
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issues of normal aging that can be corrected with glasses and age-related pathologies 

that cannot. The factor o f times 3 given in Table 1, to give us equal visual access at age 65 

as we have at age 25, is smaller than actually necessary, but it does provide most of the 

benefit.

Lighting Design Mistakes that Reduce Visibility

How can lighting mistakes reduce visibility, and why does it especially matter in a 
museum?

The human visual system has a range of many orders of magnitude — the steps in the lux 

scale of Figure 2 — but at any one moment, given a wide range of colour brightness in 

one scene, we can only adapt to a fraction of one such step. The three mechanisms 

involved in adjusting our sensitivity — neural adaptation, iris size adjustment, and 

photoreceptor chemistry — take between 200 milliseconds and an hour to adjust. In a 

museum, lighting designs that exceed our eye's ability to adjust over time and space can 

be considered a mistake. Given the price paid in fading for giving visual access, it makes 

sense to avoid lighting mistakes that reduce this access.

Direct glare: Block

As with oncoming headlights that dominate our eyes and diminish the visibility of the 

adjacent road, any bright lamp or window shining in our eyes will diminish the visibility of 

an object Direct glare greatly exceeds the sensitivity range of our eye and forces it to  

adapt to the higher intensity.

Block any such glare: on lamps, use extension tubes ("snoots"), baffles, and louvers; on 

windows, use shutters, curtains, or blinds. (New blind materials are available that 

maintain the view, but block almost all the intensity.) Complex exhibition routes with 

interior partitions and numerous display cases will require many hours of chasing down 

glare from lamps, re-aiming them, or blocking them. One o f the advantages of a simple 

perimeter wall layout, whether a long 19th-century, barrel-vaulted gallery or a small 20th- 

century room (consult Vignette 2) is the reduction of such problems.

Reflected or veiling glare: Test it

Display cases and glazed picture frames form one of the most cost-effective preservation 

strategies in a museum; however, the reflections they cause can become one of the most 

vexing characteristics o f museum displays. Few people can predict reflections from  

drawings, and few museums will change a display after it is built "just because of 

reflections.’’ Test before fabricating final designs. Purchase an artist's stretcher, or other 

wooden frame, and stretch clear plastic wrap over it. Place the frame wherever you plan 

the display case or the picture under glass; have someone hold utility lamps where you
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plan the lighting; stand where you expect the visitor to stand; and then check the plastic 

sheet for any lamp reflections. Some reflection from overhead lighting is unavoidable. The 

goal is to move it below eye level for even the shortest visitors. The view from a child's 

height is often disastrous, hence some of their boredom.

Genuine anti-reflection glass is available, but at great cost (the coating is the same as 

used on camera lenses, computer monitors, and some eyeglasses). It has been used most 

often in framing important paintings in historic house museums, where avoiding window 

reflections may become impossible. Low-cost "anti-glare" glass relies on a slightly frosted 

surface, and only works well if placed directly against the painting; therefore, it is not 
recommended for museums.

Background contrast: Avoid it
Most old objects look brighter and less damaged when placed on a dark matte surface, 

than when placed on a bright glossy surface. Try i t  The museum tradition of white 

surfaces everywhere, as somehow "neutral" for display rooms and cases must be re

examined. When judging the effect of "nice bright" walls, one must ask whether the 

collection itself looks bright, or just the space — at the expense of the objects. Backlit 

panels in displays, other than providing silhouettes, must be recognized as completely 

dysfunctional in terms of artifact visibility.

Visuai adaptation: Support it
The eye adapts remarkably well to lower levels, but it does take several minutes (as we all 
know from entering a cinema theatre). Final adaptation can take up to an hour. Many 

museums that have been conscientious in their gallery lighting suffer from exhibit 
entrances that appear "closed" because they are so dark compared to the entrance foyer. 
Consider reducing foyer illumination. Whenever possible, design a transition into exhibit 
spaces so that visitors can adapt in stages. Perhaps illuminate the introductory didactic 

panels slightly brighter than the main part of the exhibit space, as an invitation and a 

transition (though not so bright that it becomes its own adaptation or glare mistake).
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Deterioration by Light, U V, and IR
Practical generalizations about deterioration by light, UV, and IR
Given the three distinct bands of radiation — light, ultraviolet, and infrared — one can 
make useful generalizations about the types of deterioration they cause in museums:

• Light fades (or "bleaches” colours). Those colours that fade can disappear within as 
little as a few hours of direct sunshine, or just a few years at low museum lighting 
(e.g. some felt tip pen inks, some colour photographs). Those which do not fade may 
last centuries in direct sunshine (e.g. ceramics, Minoan frescoes). All coloured objects 
fall somewhere between these two extremes.

• UV causes yellowing, chalking, weakening, and/or disintegration of materials.
Chalking of paint media is often mistaken for pigment fading.

• IR heats the surface of objects, and thus becomes a form of incorrect temperature 
(too high), with all the damage possibilities outlined in the section on Incorrect 
temperature. IR will not be considered in any detail in this section.

There is some overlap in the forms of deterioration caused by light and Uy. Light 
(especially violet) can cause some of the disintegration and yellowing listed under y.y, but 
only in a few materials, and only very slowly in comparison to .U.Y.. In turn, .UV does 
contribute to the fading of colours, but its contribution becomes dominant only for 
colours that are durable to light.

None of these overlaps reduces the practical reliability of the above generalizations. To 
reduce the fading of collections due to display lighting, especially the most rapid fading, 
there is only one option: reduce light exposure. Many museums, private donors, and their 
fram ers have assumed th a t the primary cause of fading is UV, and th a t a good .UY filter 
would prevent their collections from fading. Some advertisements for .UV filters imply the 
same. For colours that are sensitive to light — the crux of the museum lighting dilemma 
— .UV usually contributes less than half of the fading and often only one tenth; therefore, 
it does not allow one to think any differently about reducing light exposure. (The exposure 
scales in the centre of Table 3 quantify this phenomenon.)

Why bother, then, with ,UY control? Because for many artifacts, such as paintings with 
permanent pigments or monochromatic prints and drawings, the yellowing and 
disintegration of the media and support by .UV is the major form of deterioration suffered 
during uncontrolled museum lighting.
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The Magnes Collection of Jewieh Art and Lite was established in 2010 after the transfer of the Judah L  Magnes Museum to the university of California. Berkeley Its 
femaricabiy diverse *rr.Wve, library and museum holdings Include art, objects, texts, music, and historical documents about the Jews in the Global Diaspora and the American 
west. As one of the preeminent Jewish collecttons in fte world, K provides Ngpfy tnnovaiv* and accessWe resources to both scholars and visitors.

The former Jud«#i L Magries Museum, one of the first Jewish museums in the United States, was founded in Berkeley in 1962 by Seymour Fromer and h »  wile. Rebecca 
Camhi Framer. Rejecting (he guiding concerns of American Jewry after the Holocaust, the Magnes focused on preserving 0w legacy of vanishing communities around the 
worid. its founding paralleled the establishment of Jewish studies as an academic field, and the museum continued to Involve leading scholars, inducing UC Berkeley faculty 
and students, in he development and Interpretation of Its holdings. Responding to the ethos of pluralism of the 19603. the Magnes expanded the canon of Jewish cultural 
history. Integrating visual, musical and malarial cultures with traditional text-focused approaches.

The Magnes' first significant acquisition, m 1967, was the Siegfried S. Strauss Collection, which Included hundreds of Jewish ritual object*, documents, rare books and 
manuscripts from Europe, subsequently, Its unique perspective led to coftecfng beyond the boundaries of Western societies, and embraced the Jewish cultures of north AMca, 
the Middle East, and Asia. At the same time, the Magnes pioneered the study and documentation of regional Jewish history In the American West.

Over the years, through purchases and generous grtts, the Magnes has continued to expand the scope of Its coHectton indudteg modem and contemporary ait, music, and rare 
books and manuscripts in Hebrew and after Jewish languages.

The Magnes Collection of Jewish Art and Life is today one of the workfs preeminent Jewish collections in a university setting. A unique Hxary of objects," the Magnes is 
dfetinctiveiy positioned to make Jewish ait and material culture available to researchers through an innovative approach to coKectkm access and (fcsplay. The variety of Its 
holdings and the design of its fadNttes enhance the university's academic offerings, enabiirg an unprecedented view of Je^sh and host cultures In the Global Diaspora.
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The holdings of The Magnes Collection are catalogued into three distinct areas, which together constitute me single collection: the Archives, the Library, and the Museum This 
unique interdisciplinary understanding of the collection facilitates access to scholars by integrating the different descriptive standards applied to each area and thus offering a 
wide-angled perspective on Jewish history and culture.

The Magnes Collection veers from many of the traditional museological and cultural conventions adopted by Jewish cultural heritage institutions. Historically, Jewish art 
museums have attempted to enhance the cultural significance of Jewish material culture by cftsplaying aesthetically pleasing objects of Jewish daily life, defining them as "art," 
and addressing the evolving notions of Jewish art through issues of cultural identity rather than through shifting historical contexts. Instead, The Magnes asks its visitors to 
rethink the role of materiality in Jewish culture, and its relation to art. Rather than defining objects of Jewish daily life as art, The Magnes investigates Jewish material culture in 
its own right focusing on its implications within Jewish life and its relations to other cultures. This approach provides a setting in which art and material culture can coexist, and 
enhances the study of Jewish culture in a highly Interdisciplinary manner.

The Jewish Art holdings provide a vivid depiction of the processes of Jewish integration into modem secular life since the mid-nineteenth century, and documents the ongoing 
debate about the definitions of Jewish identity in the modem world, included in these holdings are painting and sculpture, photography, over two thousand works on paper, and 
film and digital media.

The Jewish Life hokSngs document the intersection of the material and spiritual dimensions of the Jewish experience in the realm of personal and family rituals, in the context 
of synagogue and communal life, and in the social interactions among Jewish and host communities throughout Central and South-East Asia, the Middle East, North Africa, 
Europe, and the Americas, included jn these holdings are textiles, costumes, metalwork, synagogue furnishings, objects relating to daily life, personal prayer, the life cycle, the 
Sabbath, and other holidays.

Materials in The Magnes Collection are accessible for study, research, and teaching in a variety of ways:

• Visitors may experience the full scope of the holdings through visible collection storage

• The archives, library, and museum holdings housed in The Magnes facility in downtown Berkeley are available for on site research in the Florence Helzel Collection Stud) 
(by appointment)

• The Western Jewish Americana archives, housed in H ie Bancroft Library, are available for research in the Bancroft reading room.

• Online access to colicction catalog records and digital images is available through an integrated archives, library, museum database

Online visitors can use this website to learn about each area of the collection, and to access detailed information about locations and accessibility for research, publication and 
loans.
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Collection Services

tnformation on how to ask reference questions, access the Meiiei Collection Study Room, end obtain permissions to reproduce images of toe holdings of The 
Magnes Collection of Jewish Art and Life.

Please use our online Reference f orm to ask reference questions about toe holdings of The Magnes. to inquire about research access to toe collections, and to 
request the curatorial review of proposed gilts to The Magnes Collection of Jewish Art and Life

COLLECTION ACCESS

A central mission of The Magnes collection of Jewish Art and Life Is to make its rich and diverse holdings broadly avalabte to the puMc tor viewing, study, and 
research. Magnes collections reside In two locations: The Magnes building at 2121 ARston Way to downtown Berkeley, and The Bancroft Lfcrary on the U C Berkeley 
campus.
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RESEARCH RESOURCES

« The Magnet Collection (3121 ASston way, downtown Berkeley). The Museum holdings o? The Magnes encompass Iwo main areas: Jewish Art and Jewish Life The 
Jewish An co#ectioo induces painting and scuto***. photography, wwlcs on paper and artist books as we* as digital and mixed media The Jewish Life cotlectton 
includes thousands of objects representing personal and tamRy rituals, synagogue and communal We, and toe social Interactions among Jewish and host communities in 
toe Global Diaspora throughout history. These collections are supported by a aoUd reference Hbrary of secondary Sterafure about toe rofa of art in the Jewish cultures and 
societies of toe Global Diaspora available to curators and researchers, and by toe Magnes Institutional Archives, which contain a detailed documentation on toe research, 
exhibitions and pufjfcc programs created by toe Magnes since its inception in 1862.

• The Bancroft Library (UC Berkeley Campus). The Western Jewish Americana archives ot The Magnes Collection of Jewish Art and Life, which comprise over six
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hundred manuscript and pictorial collections, are available to the public at the Bancroft Library, updated information on their availability can be tound nere. inquiries and 
requests regarding access to Magnes holdings housed in the Bancroft Library should be directed to Bancroft library public services stall.

Access to Museum holdings is available for research and teaching purposes in the Florence Helzel collection study. Appointments to view collection materials 
must be made at least two weeks in advance. For other conditions of use, see Magnes Collection Access Policy.

RESEARCH SERVICES HOURS

Tuesday and Wednesday, llam  -  3pm; Thursday, Ham  -  2pm, by appoirrtmenL
Requests for access outside of normal public service hours will be considered on a case-by-case basis.

For appointments to access Magnes holdings for research or teaching, please complete an Online Reference Form.

Reference Inquiries end appointments to access materials in the collection may also be made online through a dedicated web page.



You may also contact our Public Services at magnesresearcti@berkeley.edu

PLAN YOUR VISIT

in order to plan their visit, researchers are encouraged to make full use of this website, as wen as of a variety of online tools:

• The Magnes collection database, with detailed descriptions and images of thousands of collection items (a search guide is available here)
• A page listing the Western Jewish Americana archival collections already available to researchers at The Bancroft Library can be found here
• A current list of processed Western Jewish Americana archival collections can be found on the Magnes OCLC WorldCat profile
• The descriptions for many of the collections in the Western Jewish Americana archives
« A variegated online presence through an innovative use of social media, including over 9,000 collection images on Flickr
• The advanced search functions of this website
• Directions to The Magnes in downtown Berkeley

Please refer to our Frequently Asked Questions page tor more information about The Magnes Collection, and plan to visit The Magnes to see the exhibitions on view 
and the visible storage display.

Ask Reference Questions

Permission to Use Magnes Images

mailto:magnesresearcti@berkeley.edu
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FAQs

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS ABOUT THE MAGNES

This page is designed to provide quick dear, bask: information about the transfer of the former Jtxteft L Magnes Museum to Ihe University of CaHfomia. Berkeley, the creation 
The Magnes Collection of Jewish Art end Lite, and its assets, takings and resources to visitors and scholars.

dick on any of ihe questions listed below to navigate (Hrecfly to its answer. If you have any adrftional questions, (to not hesMale to coniad ur.

1 What happened !o the Judah L. Magnes Museum?
2 Who owns the Magnes Collection now?
3. What ia the Magnes Museum Foundation?
4. Where is the Collection?
5 Where are me archival collections of the Wes!ho Jewish History Center?
6 What happened to the old Magne* building, on Russell sheet (Berkeley)?
7. What happens in the new Magnes bulking?
B When are you open to the public?
9 Can I come and do research at the Magnes? Can my institution borrow Hems tor an exhibition and can I obtain permission to use images from toe collection tor 

exhibition or publication purposes?
10. W1H the holdings of toe Magnes ultimately be disseminated across the UC Campus? Where can I find tftem, and how can I have access to them?
11. What is toe Magnes staff working on?
12. Are you still acquiring for the Collection?
13. Who is working at the Magnes?
14. How can I help?
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What happened to the Judah L. Magnes Museum?

In June of 2010, the Board erf Directors of the Judah L Magnes Museum transferred the ownership of the museum's collections to the University of California, Berkeley, creating 
a new entity in partnership with the university: The Magnes Collection of Jewish Art and Life. The partnership between a a world-class collection and a world-class university 
complements the school’s academic offerings, raising the profile of the Magnes collection, and making it more accessible to visitors and scholars.

back to the top

Who owns the Magnes Collection now?

The coiiection of the former Judah L. Magnes Museum Is now the property of the University of California, Berkeley.

back to the top

What is the Magnes Museum Foundation?

After the transfer of its collections to UC Berkeley in 2010, the former Judah L  Magnes Museum’s financial assets became the Magnes Museum Foundation, a Supporting 
Organization of the Jewish Community E ndow m ent Fund and the Jewish Community Foundation. Its primary purpose is to perpetuate the legacy of the Judah L. Magnes 
Museum by supporting the programs and operations of The Magnes Coiiection of Jewish Art and Life.

back to the top

Where is the Collection?

The museum collections are in our new facility, located at 2121 AHsion Way in downtown Berkeley The rare books and the Western Jewish Americana archives are being 
processed into The Bancroft Library.

back to the top

Where are the archival collections of the Western Jewish History Center?

The Western Jewish Americana archives (formerly the Western Jewish History Center of the Judah L  Magnes Museum) were moved to the processing facility of The Bancroft 
Library in 2010. These collections are currently being processed and organized, and are becoming available through The Bancroft Library. A list of processed collections is 
available at this link. A dedicated page lists collections currently available to researchers
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What happened to the old Magnes building, on Russell street (Berkeley)?

The building was sold by the Magnes Museum Foundation to support the renovation of the new facility, located at 2121 AHston Way, in downtown Berkeley.

back to the top

What happens in the new Magnes building?

The Magnes's current home in downtown Berkeley offers the general public a place to gather for exhibitions, lectures, performances and other events that foster community,
learning, and growth

back to the top

When are you open to the public?

Our regular gallery hours from late August through the end of June are Tuesday - Friday, Harrv4pm. We close during UC Berkeley breaks.

Check our calendar for upcoming events and exhibitions

back to the top

Can I come and do research at the Magnes? Can my institution borrow items for an exhibition and can I obtain permission to use images from the collection?

Magnes collections reside in two physical locations: The Magnes building at 2121 Allston Way in downtown Berkeley, and The Bancroft Library on the UC Berkeley campus. 
Appointments may be made to access collections housed in The Magnes Building for research or teaching two weeks in advance of intended use. For specific policies and 
procedures regarding collection access, refer to the Collection Services page

For information regarding use of Magnes holdings housed in The Bancroft Library, consult the library's genefal information page.
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Wili the holdings of the Magnes ultimately be disseminated across the UC Campus? Where can i find them, and how can I have access to diem?

There are two access points to the collection:

• The museum holdings will be displayed for visitors, and made accessible to researchers by appointment at the new facility, at 2121 Allston way in downtown Berkeley 
(near Campus and Downtown Berkeley BART)

• The Western Jewish Americana archives are accessible to researchers at The Bancroft Library

Information about access to all collections, regardless of their physical location, will be available through the Magnes website, the Magnes online database, and UC 
Berkeley's library catalog, OskiCal

The curatorial and reference staff of the Magnes wUI be able to provide up-to-date information about ail collections and their accessibility, regardless of their physical 
location, by answering queries submitted through our online research information request form.

back to the top

What is the Magnes staff working on?

We are keeping quite busy:

• We are processing the Western Jewish Americana archives for public access via UC Berkeley's Bancroft Library
• We are cataloging the museum holdings for access in our new facility
* We are presenting exhibitions and programs on the UC Campus
• We maintain an active online presence, through this website and a variety of social media -  Please follow us on facebook!
• We are increasing our holdings through gifts and acquisitions
• We are actively fundraising to support the collection and its uses by scholars and visitors

You can learn more by reading our newsletter.

back to the top

Are you still acquiring for the Collection?

Yes, and at this time of transition, we are doing so slowly and carefully, in order to pay full attention to the development of our new facility. An updated collecting plan was
completed in 2011, outlining all collecting priorities, tf you wtsh to deviate items to the collection, please visit this page

Who is working at the Magnes?

We are ELsmatt team of scholars, curators, archives, library and museum professionals. You can read our profiles here.

back to the top

How can we help?

Please visit our exhibitions, attend our public programs, and pin the Friends of the Magnes, our annual campaign!

back to Hie top
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Magnes History

The Magnn Coftecfion of J m M i Art and LHe is based on the holdings of (he tanner Judah L Magnes Musaum, ona of Ihe first Jewish museums in the United Stales, 
founded in Berkeley in 1962 by Seymour Framer and his wrte, Rebecca CamN ftomer.

Reflecting the gukfrtg concerns of American Jewry after tie Holocaust, the Magnes focused on preserving the legacy of vanishing communities around the world. Its founding 
paralaled tie estaMshment of Jewish studkw as an academic Hold, and the museum continued to Involve leading scholars. Inducing UC Berkeley faruty and students, in the 
development and interpretation of its holdings. Responding to ihe ethos of pluralism of the 1960's, the Magnes expanded the canon of Jewish cultural history, integrating visual, 
musical and material cultures with traditional text-focused approaches.

The museum s ftrsl significant acquisition in 1967, was frte Slegftied S Strauss Collection, which included hundreds of Jewish ritual objects, documents, rare books and 
manuscripts from Europe. Subsequently, Ha unique perspective led to coNecMng beyond tie boundaries of Western societies, and embraced tie Jewish cultures of North Africa, 
(he Middle East, and Asia. At the same time, the Magnes pioneered tie study and documentation of regional Jewish Wstory in the American West

Over the years, through purchases and generous gifts, the Magnes has continued to expand tie scope of its coHedion including modem and contemporary art. music, and rare 
books and manuscripts in Hebrew and other Jewish languages.

These pages are dedicated to the people and the insmuBcos that made tie programs of tie Magnes a reaMy tar almost five decades, and record the history of tie Magnes 
through Ms exhibitions, public programs, and publications.
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Museum

The Museum holdings of The Magnes encompass two main areas: Jewish Art and Jewish Lite The Jewish Art collection includes painting and sculpture, photography, works on 
paper and artist books, as well as digital and mixed medU. The Jewish Life collection includes thousands of objects representing personal and family rituals, synagogue and 
communal life, and the social interactions among Jewish and host communities m toe Global Jewish Diaspora throughout history

These cotieetkws aw supported by a soNd reference Sbrasy of secondary IteraM* about the role of art In the Jewish cullures and societies of (he Global Jewish Diaspora 
available to curators and researchers, and by the Magnes Institutional Archives, which contain a detailed documentation on the research, exhibitions and public programs 
created by The Magnes since Ms inception m 1902.
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Research

A central mission of The Magnes Collection of Jewish Art and Life is to conduct research that investigates the performative power of cultural heritage. The rich and 
diverse holdings of The Magnes are broadly available tor viewing, study, and research.

The Magnes provides a number of ways in which scholars, students, and teachers may access resources related to Jewish art, culture, and We. 

on-site Research Access

Almost a l holdings of The Magnes Collection are housed In our faclfey, located at 2121 Alston Way in downtown Berkeley, where they are accessible to students, 
scholars, and the general public. The Western Jewish Americana archives are accessible at The Bancroft Library on the main UC Berkeley campus.

• For descriptions of the holdings of The Magnes collections consult our Coilecftons page
• For information about accessing these holdings for on-slte research, study, or teaching, consult our collection Services page, 

online Resources

• magnes berkeley.edu: The Magnes website contains extensive online resources, including Images, audio, video, digital programs, and provides select access 
to many cofection areas.

• rragrtesaim.org: The Magnes collection database is highly searchable, and includes detailed descriptions and images of thousands of Items in the collection.
• llirtcr com/magnesmuseum: The Magnes offers direct access to thousand of collection images through the Flickr platform.
• magnes berkeiey.edu/digrtat programs: Interactive online and Digital Humanities projects.
• oskicatberkeiey.edu: The U C  Berkeley Library catalog includes extensive records of the Western Jewish Americana archives and of other Jewish collections 

on campus, as we« as me complete catalog of the Magnes Reference Lterary
• Resources for Jewish Studies on the UC Berkeley campus and beyond related to Jewish We and culture

Reference Questions

Reference questions may be submitted to Magnes curators by using our Online Reference Request Form.
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Welcome to The Magnes!

Exhibitions, P ro y a m s , and 17,000 Objects from Around the W orld

The Magnes CoWectton of Jewish Art and LWe was established in 2010 fottowtog Ihe transfer of the Jurtah i  Maone* Mus«um to (he University of CsKtsyrxa. OertaHey. its 
remarkably diverse archtw. library and museum hoidingg inctode «Ht. objwrin, taxis, music, and historical documents about the Jews in «*e Global Diaspora ami the American 
west. As one of the world's preerntoem Jewish collections in a university selling, H provides highly Innovative and accessible resources to bott n>3*ard*»;s and the general 
public. The holdings of The Magnes continue to grow, m 201?, The Ms^nes established the T&ute Family Arthur Sj^  Collection. and in 201* It received the gift olSie Roman 
Vishniac Archive

You can use this website In get information about how to vfctt our facWy to view 
our exhrtiHtom and conduct research. find ait about our jmitjraftw, or lake a look
at our calendar.

Vbu may also want to leam about our corrections and Sieir locations on «ie UC 
Berkeley Campus, search out online database, or visit us online with our digital 
programs

You can always contact us by phone., smart, a nd on the web. Please make sure 
to dick the button below and stay in touch via Facebook and other social media

The annual exhibition schedule follows UC Berkeleys Academic Calendar, 
with openings In the Fan and Spring semesters of each year. Weekly 
gallery opening hours are TUesday-Friday, 11AM-4PM.

The galleries remain dosed to the public during Winter and Summer 
breaks. During these times. The Magnes is open to researchers on 
Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday each week, by appointment

For more Information about opening days and events, check our calendar. For further information about collection access, refer to the Collection Sendees Page.

Follow us and Ukel The Magnes on Facebook!
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MOA About MOA

Visit MOA
O PEN  TO D A Y  10*5

What's On

Research & 
Collections

About 

P  Search

MOA Is committed to promoting awareness and understanding of culturally diverse ways of knowing the 
world through challenging and innovative programs and partnerships with Indigenous, local and global 
communities.

The Museum of Anthropology was established in 1949 as a department within the Faculty of Arts at the 
University of British Columbia. In 1976, it moved to its current home, an award-winning concrete and glass 
structure designed by Canadian architect Arthur Erickson with the grounds landscaped by Cornelia 
Oberlander. The building houses the Museum as well as the Laboratory of Archaeology, its laboratories and 
storage facilities. To widen its role as a public and research institution, MOA completed a major expansion 
and renovation in 2010. This initiative increased MOA's size by 50 per cent, enhancing its public spaces and 
its research infrastructure adding laboratories, collections storage, research rooms and the Library and 
Archives featuring an oral history language laboratory. In 2017, MOA opened a new Gallery of Northwest 
Coast Masterworks and is currently working on expanding its facilities for programming and performances.

Since its inception, MOA has been at the forefront of bringing Indigenous art into the mainstream by 
collecting and curating traditional and contemporary Indigenous art in a way that respects the artists and 
the cultures from which this work comes. MOA resides on the traditional and unceded territory of the 
Musqueam people and works by Musqueam artists welcome visitors to the site.
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MOA

Visit MOA
OPEN  TO O A V  10-5

What's On

Research & 
Collections

About 

P  Search

MOA's exhibitions and programs emphasize artistic diversity and the links between art, community and the 
contemporary social and political context in which youth, artists and communities are communicating their 
cultural traditions. MOA hosts three or four temporary exhibitions a year, as well as a wide range of public 
programs and events. Each summer, MOA hosts the Native Youth Program, the longest running training 
program for Indigenous high school students in British Columbia. Other signature programs include Night 
Shift, a monthly cabaret series featuring local performers.

MOA is also one of Canada's largest teaching museums with faculty and staff teaching courses in museum 
studies, museum education, and conservation as well as Indigenous and world art. It hosts practicums and 
internships for students and has offered curatorial fellowships in conjunction with the Mellon Foundation.

MOA houses nearly 50,000 works from almost every part of the world, while the Laboratory of Archaeology 
houses an additional 535,000 archaeological objects in the building. MOA is known for its sizable Northwest 
Coast collections, including the finest collection of works by Bill Reid. Nearly half the collection is composed 
of works from Asia and Oceania while other significant holdings represent the Arctic, Latin America and 
Europe. MOA's collection of world textiles is the largest in Western Canada, while the European ceramics 
collection is one of the two finest in the country.

MOA's archives house the Museum's institutional records and extensive holdings from anthropologists, 
linguists, missionaries and other travelers. Highlights include over 90,000 photographs, covering the world 
and dating from the 1890s to the present; the Vickie Jensen and Jay Powell fonds covering over 40 years of 
linguistic work in communities throughout BC and Washington State, including over 30,000 unique 
photographs; the Wilson Duff fonds, and the Beverley Brown fonds containing photographs of St. Michaels 
Residential School. Some of the earliest photographs of Tibet are also in the archives' holdings.



#  MOA

Visit MOA
OPEN  TO D A Y  10-5

What's On

Research & 
Collections

About

P  Search

photographs; the Wilson Duff fonds, and the Beverley Brown fonds containing photographs of St. Michaels 
Residential School. Some of the earliest photographs of Tibet are also in the archives' holdings.

MOA is run through a unique mixture of cross-appointed faculty, professional staff, volunteers and students. 
MOA's volunteer associates are a self-governing body of approximately 100 volunteers who provide a range 
of services to the Museum. MOA also hires approximately 80 students each year.

Museum of Anthropology 
University of British Columbia 
6393 NW Marine Drive 
Vancouver, BC, Canada V6T

info@moa.ubc.ca
604.827.5932

MOA acknowledges tha t it  is 
bu ilt on the traditional; 
ancestral and unceded land  
o f the Musqueam people.

00

mailto:info@moa.ubc.ca


Collections

About

P  Search

Multiversity Galleries

These galleries house thousands of objects from the Museum's worldwide research collections. MOA has 
worked with members of the communities whose relatives and ancestors made the pieces on display. 
Community members also helped to organize the collections using their own classification systems. The 
exhibit cases are designed to provide maximum visual access to the objects. Innovative Digital Catalogue 
Terminals (MOACAT) provide additional collection including images, audio and video at the touch of a screen. 
Embedded within the Multiversity Galleries is a Presentation Circle featuring a series of short, informative 
videos.
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Mission *  History Annual Report j 

Our Mission

The mission of the Oakland Museum of California is to inspire all Californians to 

create a more vibrant future for themselves and their communities.

History

When the Oakland Museum of California (OMCA) first opened its doors nearly fifty years ago, it brought 
together three historically independent disciplines—art, history, and natural sciences—under one roof. This 

progressive multidisciplinary approach was to celebrate the many facets of California. Our collections— 

comprising more than 1.9 million objects including seminal art works, historical artifacts, ethnographic 

objects, natural specimens, and photographs—and our programs explore and reveal the factors that shape 

California character and identity, from its extraordinary natural landscapes, to successive waves of 
migration, to its unique culture of creativity and innovation.
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OMCA has reopened its galleries after a transformation that touches almost every aspect of the 300,000 

square-foot Museum and builds on the founders' original multidisciplinary and civic-minded intent by 

improving integration of OMCA’s collections and programs, strengthening its role as a public forum, and 

creating new opportunities for visitor participation. The collections are animated by innovative interpretive 

tools and interactive features; and new gathering spaces and program areas engage visitors and encourage 

them to share their own perspectives, questions, and stories.

OMCA nurtures its deep ties to the community by offering many educational and outreach programs. We 

welcome schools, scholars, local audiences, and all visitors to participate in our events and activities and to 

discover their place in California's past, present, and future.
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Alfred Eisenstaedt: Life and Legacy American Art Art of Devotion
THROUGH JULY 14 2019 ON VIEW OH VIEW

Art of East Asia Art of the 20th Century Art of the Open Air
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Art of the Portrait Arts of Iran Arts of South and Southeast Asia
ON V!EW

German Expressionism
on  v»ew

ON VIEW

Impressionism and Post- 
Impressionism

ON VIEW

Spectacle & Satire
THROUGH AUGUST 2 8 2019

1/1u>



Visible Vaults
ON VIEW

W omen of the Southwest
THROUGH AUGUST 25, 2019

SEE MUSEUM MAP
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Appendix 19: Balboa Park “The San Diego Museum of Art” Web Page
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Appendix 20: San Diego Museum of Art “Mission and History” Web Page



Inspire, Educate, Cultivate
The San Diego Museum of Arts mission is to 
inspire, educate, and cultivate curiosity through 
great works of art.

THE BEGINNING

The original inspiration for a permanent public art gallery in San Diego can be traced to the Panama-Cafifornia 
International Exposition, held in Balboa Park during 1915-1916. The Exposition, which was organized to celebrate 
the opening of the Panama Canal and to promote San Diego as a seaport, also showcased San Diego as a 
growing cultural center. Among Its numerous displays representing various industries and products was a 
prominent exhibition of fine arts featuring European old masters, American art. and works by California and San 
Diego artists. The public response to the art exhibition convinced civic leaders and prominent local artists that 
San Diego needed its own fine arts gallery and collection.

Planning for the new museum began in 1922 when local business and civic leader, Appleton S. Bridges (1849- 
1929), offered to fund the construction of a permanent structure to house a municipal art collection. A 
prominent site on the north side of Balboa Park’s Plaza de Panama was secured and construction got 
underway in AprR 1924. The Fine Arts Society subsequently formed in 1925 from the merger of the San Diego

M A Y tt.F R I 10:00 am

Guest Lecture & Tour 
Series: Female Artists of 
the 20th Century until 
1950



Art Guild and the Friends of Art to operate the new museum.

BECOME A MEMBER | ^  MEhLI
Bridges hired one of San Diego’s leading architects at the time. William Templeton Johnson (1877-1950), to 
design and construct the new art gallery. The Spanish Colonial-style architecture from the 1915 Exposition 
suggested the style for Johnson’s design. Johnson and his associate, Robert W. Snyder (1874-1955), however, 
went one step further and looked directly to sixteenth-century Spanish Renaissance models in the pfateresque 
style for Inspiration. For the building’s exterior, they borrowed motifs from the Cathedral of Valladolid, Spain, 
and the facade of the University of Salamanca, Spain, while for the interior they adapted features of the 
Hospital de la Santa Cruz in Toledo, Spain.

Architectural sculptor Chris Mueller, who had supervised the architectural details of the 1915 Exposition 
buildings, enhanced the facade with the addition of sculptural elements including life-sized sculptures of 
Spanish Old Master painters Ve&zquez, Murillo, and Zurbaran as well as heraldic devices and the coats-of-arms 
of Spain, the United States, California, and San Diego.

As construction was nearing completion in the spring of 1925, Bridges asked Johnson to help find someone to 
run the new gallery. At the recommendation of Archer M. Huntington, founder of the Hispanic Society of 
America, Dr. Reginald Poland (1893-1975). then director of education at the Detroit Institute of the Arts, was 
hired as the Museum’s first director.

FINE ARTS GALLERY OF SAN DIEGO

The Fine Arts Gallery of San Diego officially opened Its doors on February 28,1926, at which time ownership 
and maintenance of the building was transferred to the City of San Diego. Under Poland’s direction, which 
lasted from 1925 until 1950, the core of the Museum’s early collection was formed thanks to the generous 
donations of Bridges. Archer M. Huntington, Mr, and Mrs. Henry Timken, the Spreckels family, Alice Klauber, Mr. 
and Mrs. George D. Pratt. Mrs. Henry A. Everett, and Amy and Anne Putnam. During his tenure. Poland also 
Instituted programs to foster appreciation of the arts for both children and adults through free artistic

oo
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demonstrations by local artists and a series of free Sunday lectures given by critics, historians, and artists.

Poland also saw the Museum through the critical period of World War II. Soon after the attack on Pearl Harbor, 
the Museum sent many of its most important artworks to other art museums in the Midwest for safekeeping. 
Despite the war, the Museum maintained a busy schedule of exhibitions, classes, and lectures until early in 1943 
when the Museum was requisitioned for military use along with the other cultural facilities in Balboa Park. The 
United States Navy converted the Museum into a hospital housing 423 beds, X-ray facilities, and a surgical 
suite. Suddenly homeless, the Museum was fortunate to find temporary quarters in a mansion generously 

donated by trustees Frank and May Marcy. Located on Sunset Boulevard in Mission Hills, this large residence 

was converted into a gallery that housed exhibitions, classes, films, lectures, and other art activities until 1947 
when the Navy relinquished control of the gallery in Balboa Park and the Fine Arts Society was able to resume 
normal operations.

WEST WING EXPANSION

The Museum underwent an important period of expansion, in terms of both its collections and gallery space, 
under directors Warren Beach, who served as director from 1955 until 1969, and Henry Gardiner, who served as 

director from 1969 until 1979. The completion in 1966 of the west wing doubled the space of Bridges’ original 
structure, and coincided with the receipt of major donations of works of art by Mr. and Mrs. Norton Walbridge, 
Earle W. Grant, and Pliny F. Munger in the late 1960s and 1970s. In addition to augmenting an already significant 
collection of old masters, these gifts rounded out the Museum's holdings in nineteenth- and twentieth-century 
European art, American art, and large-scale sculpture, which filled the newly built May S. Marcy Sculpture Court. 
Additional gallery space was added with the completion of the Gildred-Parker-Grant (east) wing in 1974.

In 1978, Trustees changed the name of the Fine Arts Gallery of San Diego to The San Diego Museum of Art in 
recognition of the Museum’s status as a repository for applied and decorative arts in addition to the fine arts of 
painting and sculpture. During the following two decades, under the directorship of Steven Brezzo, who was 

museum director from 1979 to 1999, the Museum became the beneficiary of three remarkable donations of art: 
a collection of English and French works of art from Ambassador Maxwell Gluck and his wife in 1985; a 
collection of prints, posters, and paintings by Henri de Toulouse-Lautrec given by the Baldwin M. Baldwin 
Foundation in 1988; and the 1,453-piece collection of Indian and South Asian art given by Edwin Binney 3rd in 
1990.

Entering the new century under the directorship of Dr. Don Bacigalupi, who served from 1999 until 2003, the 
Museum expanded and improved, in 2000, the Museum Art School moved into new facilities—including studio, 
classroom, and offices—in the rebuilt House of Hospitality. While celebrating its 75th anniversary in early 2001,
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the Museum unveiled the fruits of extensive conservation work that brought the Museum's John M. and Sally B. 
Thornton Rotunda back to the original brilliance of its debut In 1926. And visitor-friendly renovations were 

completed in The Museum Store, galleries, May S. Marcy Sculpture Garden, and James S. Copley Auditorium.

Dr. Derrick Cartwright, Museum director from 2004 until 2009, oversaw further improvements in the physical 
plant and programs of the Museum, including expansion of the Museum’s outreach efforts Into the community, 
its bilingual initiatives, and publications program. In 2008 the long-awaited restoration of the building’s facade 
was finally completed, through generous support by the State of California and the City of San Diego. The 

following year, a significant collection of African, Oceanic, and Native American artworks was transferred to the 

Museum from the Sana Art Foundation, along with more than a thousand books, periodicals, and catalogs.

2010 -  PRESENT

In 2010 Roxana Velasquez Martinez del Campo assumed leadership of the Museum as its eighth executive 
director. Bringing a wealth of expertise and an international reputation earned as director of three major 
national museums in Mexico City, Vel&squez has embarked on an ambitious program of building on the 

Museum’s traditional strengths to reach new levels of distinction in regional, national, and international spheres. 
Since her appointment, many high-level acquisitions have significantly increased the Museum’s art collection 

holdings. A notable milestone was accomplished in February 2016 with the installation of seven large-scale 

sculptures in the Plaza de Panama. Under the “Free the Art” campaign, these sculptures from the Museum’s 
permanent collection are on public display through 2019, granting greater public prominence to the Museum 

and its collection.
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By removing the financial barriers and taking art to the audiences. Museum artist-educalors provide muttiple- 

vlslt programs that are tailored to the needs of underserved audiences, especially at-risk teens.

Among the sites served by Museum outreach are ALBA, La Mesa Teen Center, The Monarch School, as well as 

the Kearny Mesa Juvenile Detention Facility and the Juvenile Court and Community Schools.

IT you would like more information about these programs, please contact us at ou treach#sdmart.org

Artcore
This project-based learning program teaches California state standards in literature, math, science, and history 

through the visual arts and the Museum's permanent collection. The  week-long program Is taught in the 

Museum Art School, or If this is not possible, in the students’ classroom tor 2.5 hours a day, with a follow-up visit 

to the Museum after the completed week. The  lessons are centered on Museum exhibition content, and 

classroom teachers are taught art processes and methods so that they may continue implementing art 

curriculum even after the program has concluded.

Artist-in-Residence Program
Sponsored by the Arts Education Council

The Museum's Arts Education Council funds artist residencies at elementary schools in East County. Each year, 

up to five East County-area elementary schools are visited by a Museum artist-educator, with new schools 

selected each yew In an effort to maximize the program’s Impact and outreach.

The Artist-in-Residence develops art lessons centered on Museum exhibition content and presents art 

processes and methods to classroom teachers so that they may continue implementing art curriculum after the 

end of the residency. The program includes a visit to the Museum and an exhibition of student work shown in
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the Museum's boardroom.

School in the Park
Funded through me generosity of Price Charities, School in the Pat* is an innovative program that shifts the 

location of school from a traditional classroom setting in an Inner-city school to the resources and educational 

opportunities available at museums in Balboa Park. The Instructional environment offers Interactive learning and 
encourages students to become active participants m their own education The participating third- to seventh- 

grade students and their families are invited to return to the Museum free of charge.

Students from Bose Parks Elementary and Wilson Middle School participate In a program that«  designed to 
utilize fully the unique educational opportunities of San Diego's cultural institutions in Balboa Park. The plan 

allows the students to spend up to eight weeks at San Diego's famous Balboa Park, where they participate in 

week-long educational programs at nine institutions. In essence, the students spend almost 25% of their school 

year learning In this hands-on. real wotld setting.

Visits to museums and cultural institutions give added depth and moaning to the students' understanding of 

subjects covered In their school materials. The School in the Park program engages students in learning that 

has real world connections.

Outreach To At-Risk Teens
To help filt the void left by program and budget cuts in schools, the Museum offers an ambitious outreach 

program that serves over two thousand under served youth and is particularly committed to working with young 

people who are considered "at-rlsk.“ The Museum offers long-term, multiple visit programs with professional 

artist/educators who can spend time with students and help them express themselves through art.

Throughout the year, museum educators visit up to twelve sites, providing anywhere between six and twenty 

workshop sessions, visits to the Museum, and « final reception or exhibition.

Among the sites Is the Monarch School, the only school of Its kind in the country that serves homeless
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students The Museum provides the art education module and the program cortsists of sequential arts learning 

experiences and Museum visits throughout the school year.

The teen art program at ALBA (Alternative Learning for Behavior and Attitude) is an interdisciplnary 

educational program for middle school students who have been expeled from the San Diego Unified School 

District. Using art as a vehicle, the program is designed to promote an artistic outiet. social growth, critical 

thinking, and to make students aware of career opportunities in the arts.

The East Mesa Juvenile Detention Center and the Kearny Mesa Juvenile Court School are the two juvenile 

detention centers In the region, both with fluctuating student bodies While the students cannot leave the 

detention centers to visit the Museum, the workshops are designed to expose the youth to the connection 

between art and everyday Hfe, and they provide a creative outlet in what is otherwise a rigid environment,

in the heart of Barrio Logan Is Bayside Blended School for students that are on probation, and Casa Familiar Is 
a community-based organization In San Ysidro, next to the border with Mexico. Other outreach sites include 

Chula Vista Middle School, which serves working class first generation and immigrant Mexican-American 

students; Sherman Heights Community Center, which provides programs in education, health, personal 

development, and culture for families; San Ysldro High School, whose student population is mostly Mexican- 

American and the Museum offers advanced art students the opportunity to experiment with a variety of media 

that would otherwise not be available to them. Other schools Include Roosevelt Middle School, which Is located 
less than a mile away from the Museum, and Southwest High School, located 3 miles from the U S -Mexlco 

border.

The Museum has offered after-school art classes to students from intermediate and advanced art desses.

Prime Time
In portnershiD with the San Diego Unified School District, the Museum provides 5th graders with an engaging 

learning environment after school. The two-session program Includes visits to the galleries and art making 

inspired by works in the Museum's collection.
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Memories at the Museum I Alzheimer Tour
Participate in “Memories at the Museum" a collaboration with UCSD's Alzheimer's Research Center, the Timken 

Museum. Mingei international, and MOP A to offer tours to people with mild-to-moderate Alzheimer's Outreach 

program serves student, senior centers, libraries, community organizations. For more information please emaH 

Dr. James Grebi, Manager of Docent Programs, at jgreW^sdmartorg.

Docent In-School Presentations
The Museum’s Docent Council offers in-school power point presentations for K-12 students. Learn more.

Festivals
The Museum participates in family festivals and fairs throughout the community. Museum staff and volunteers 

offer an art making activity related to a current exhibition, encouraging participants to visit the Museum.

You can meet the SDMA staff ai Chicano Park Festival (spring), Market Creek Arts & Culture Festival (fad), Dfa 

de (a Mujer (spring), DlwaK Festival of Lights (tad), and Dta de los Muertos (fail).

Open Spaces
The San Diego Museum of Art's Open Space* public art program was funded by a generous grant from the 

James Irvine Foundation's Exploring Engagement Fund. From a radio station to public interventions, the 
Museum worked with four San Diego county neighborhoods (Lincoln Park, Logan Heights. Lemon Grove, and 

National City) to engage new audiences by supporting, implementing, and collaborating on the development of 

public art and art education programs throughout the county. An Artist-ln-Residence was selected for 2013 and 
2014 to work with two San Diego communities and Lead Artists to develop and realize a new pubic work in
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each community.

During each project community members work wtth selected artists' and Museum representatives to determine 

the content, k>cation. and media of each work of art. and decide how this work reflects the unique character of 

their community.

The Museum created partnerships with new audiences that strengthened San Diego's cultural environment and 

celebrate beauty In local communities through:

• The creation of permanent. Iconic works of public artworks which reflect the unique soda) fabric of each 
area, and strengthen a personal sense of Identity and place.

• Spur cultural tourism and demonstrate the positive, economic Impact of public art
• Engage neighbors In a collaborative art project white building meaningful and enduring relationships 

between residents and the Museum
• Support the imagination, uniqueness, and significance of local communities.

To learn more about the Open Spaces public art program, please see our press ir -. ■:-&> and tfii* article 
regarding the project In Lemon Grove as well as this on* regarding the project m National City.
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Appendix 22: San Diego Museum of Art “School Groups K-12 Group Tours” Web Page
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• Docent-led school tours include free admission for students, teachers and 
chaperones*

■ Topics avaiabie include:
• Museum Highlights
• Highlights of the European Collection
• Highlights of the Asian Collection
• Renaissance
• Renaissance Art Cart:
• Baroque
• 18th ft 19th Century European
• Modem and Contemporary
• American
• East Asian or South
• Southeast Asian & Iranian art
• Indian Art Cart
• Outdoor sculpture in the May S. Marcy Sculpture Garden and Plaza de 

Panama
• Temporary exhibitions
• Customized tours may also be arranged upon request.

Tours must be requested online at 
least three weeks in advance.

• Tours in Spanish are avertable on request with prior notice.
• Contact Angela Wills for more information: awilis&samart.org

*K-7 school groups must be accompanied by at least one adult per ten students.

Bus Transportation
FOR TITLE ONE SCHOOLS

Number of children/students * 

Number of adults *

Address

S tr« » t A d d ress  

A d d m i  Line 2

« t y ........

ZIP c e d e

Daytime Phone *

Evening Phone



Financial assistance for bus transportation for school visits to tha Musaum for K-12 
Docent Guided tours or Young Artists’ Workshops is available to Title One schools 
under the following requirements:

• Assistance Is In the form of reimbursement to the school for bus 
transportation costs

• Reimbursement must be applied for and approved by the Museum prior to 
the date the tour takes place

• Ass-stance is available only to Title One schools located within San Diego 
County

• Tour or workshop arrangements must be made least three weeks In 
advance

• A letter from the school's Principal stating Title One status must accompany 
the application. Please email to awWs&&dmart.or<> or fax to 619.232.9367 or 
mail to POB 122107. San Diego, CA 92112-2107

• Certificate of Insurance
• An invoice billing the Museum for the cost of bus transportation must be 

submitted to the Museum within 60 days after the completion of your trip

50-minute tours are scheduled:

M o n . ,  T u e s .  &  T h u r s .  / how *  from 10:00 am, T!:OOam, 1:00pm 

and 2:00 pm (no group tours on the third Tuesday of each month, Resident Free 
Tuesdays)

Friday / 1:00 p.m. and 2:00 p.m. (also available at 10:00 and 11:00 a.m. on 

the fifth Friday of the month)

Saturday /  10:00 am . 11:00 «,m„ 1:00 p.m., and 2:00 p.m.

S u n d a y  /  noon, 1:00 p.m., 2:00 p m  and 3:00 p.m.

| American Art

To u r Language *

English

Comments/Special Requests

Date A Tim e: First Choice *
Pleas* *r.t*r both * cf«t* m m  tfm* for *«eh choice.

Date A Tim e: Second Choice *

Date A Tim e: Third Choice *

Requesting Bus Funding *
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Appendix 24; Institute of Museum Ethics O&A with Museum of Anthropology Director
Anthony Shelton
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1ME Blog

Museum Ethics Q &£: Open Storage
is, #  ' Commer>f 4$ open ■f ;r ■; ?■, ■ a ■■■

Q: Museums have increasingly turned to open storage as a means to display parts of their collection which 
would normally not be on view to the pu bf ic What are the specific goals for this means of display, as 
compared to more typical displays found in galleries? How are visitors and researchers expected to 
interact with the open storage area and the objects it holds? Are there ethical considerations concerning 
what objects are placed in the open storage areas, how they are arranged and interpreted (or not 
interpreted), and If this is a valid way to use the collection? Does open storage necessarily help make the 
museum more transparent?

Submitted by Heather Hope Stephens who begins this fait at DePaui University College o f Law and who 
graduated in May o f VB with an MA. in Museum Professions from Seton Hall University

A: University of British Columbia Museum of Anthropology Director Anthony Shelton says: The UBC 
Museum of Anthropology is often credited w i l l  originating the idea of visible storage in 1976 when it moved 
into its present building. Audrey Hawthorn, the Museum's first curator, developed the idea as part of an 
overall exhibition strategy in which orthodox displays were intended for public consumption, while visible 
storage was geared towards students and researchers, including First Nation community members and artists 
looking to reclaim and deepen the ir knowledge of their cultural patrimony. Visible storage represented one 
strand of MOA's response to calls for the democratization of museums and increased collections access, 
Different segments of our audience therefore Interact with these collections In different ways.

For firs t Nation artists, i f t i  gallery provides a i r s t  port o f call prior to  requests for physical Inspection of t h i  
pieces, fo r students, the pieces often provide a visible stimulus for research projects, while the public are 
given a veritable encyclopedia of the world's visual culture's* For over thirty years then, visible storage has 
worked very well Indeed, both by increasi ng access for source communities and stimulating student based 
research projects, and I must conclude that this is a valid way of showing material that has been accumulated 
for the public trust.

Mowever; today we have found that there are new expectations that the current displays do not fulfill. For the 
past seven years we have been holding extensive consultations with First Nation peoples and artists, as well 
as Pacific, Asian and African communities as an overture to  refurbishing visible storage space. Concerns differ,
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but In the main they are focused on the visibility of material, poor display technology and design, and lack o f 
interpretation, in response to these criticisms, we have currently begun a whofescaie refurbishment of this 
space to create a new, hybrid kind of museum exhibition that combines interpretation with interpretation and 
rooms in which objects from the cases can be closely examined.

As part of our enduring Institutional values in favor of source communities, we are abandoning typological 
classification in favor of a loose geographical and cultural arrangement of objects according to oceanic areas 
(Arctic Ocean, Pacific, Atlantic, Indian). This has the advantage of looking at movements of peoples, diasporas, 
cultural contacts rather than the neat pigeonholing characteristic of ethnographic museums. Within this meta- 
arrangement, specific cultures are being asked how they themselves want their pieces displayed. Currently we 
are working w il l  source communities across British Columbia, as well as some in Asia and the Pacific and 
even a couple in Africa. Some have told us they want their material shown according to ownership histor ies, 
others by ceremonial usages, still others want us to use their ethnolinguistic classifications and some want us 
to use aesthetic criteria. We are currently working to honor these requirements.

The new visible storage gallery, to be renamed the Multiversity Galleries, will grow in size from 9,000 to 14,000 
sq, ft, and will incorporate an additional 5,000 sq< ft in research rooms, where material can be hand!ed> and an 
open presentation circie for gallery talks. ‘Multiversity, because of the development of this new concept by 
African and Asian post-colonial scholars to describe a world in which there is not one, universal, type of 
knowledge, but many, each characterized by its distinctive epistemologies and ontological precepts. By giving 
voice back to communities, we are associating ourselves with this movement. The new galleries., due to open 
In November 2009, will show material arranged poetically -  we have asked curators to work closely with 
communities to act almost like particular kinds of installation artists. The galleries will continue to be high 
density areas, but interpretation will be provided by fourteen computer terminals scattered through the 
space, promoting easier access by visitors of collection data.

I have no doubt that the transparency and access visible storage brings to museums is to be welcomed and 
encouraged. However, when dealing with sensitive materials, community collaboration is essential, both in 
determining what can be shown and what can't and also in providing innovative strategies for the exhibitions 
themselves.


